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Introduction

My mother, who sang to me a lot when I was younger, had a short song on her repertoire that is
about a little monkey.

‘Daar zat een aapje op een stokje, achter moeders keukendeur, Hij had een gaatje in zijn rokje, daar
stak het schelmpje zijn staartje deur.’1

It is unclear to me whether this song my mother and I sang in our innocence, was ever written to be
of dirty content. As frequently is the case with older children’s songs, the plot of the song is
somewhat vague. But being a child, the content of the song is not that important, as long as you can
sing-a-long.
The song popped up in my mind when studying the monkey prints by Van der Borcht (1535/45-1608)
that are discussed in this thesis (figs. 1a-1r). The prints of monkeys in human activities are appealing
to the eye, but when looking closely, the meaning and aims of the prints remain unclear. The series
consists of eighteen etchings published around the 1580’s. Two of them were released by the
Antwerp publisher Johannes Baptista Vrints (1535/55-1610), while the sixteen others were printed
by the Antwerp publisher Philips Galle (1537-1612) as a series systematically numbered at the lower
left.2 While this seems to indicate that the series are a whole, their content is diverse. The subjects
differ from well-known contemporary genre scenes to common business, actions, and warfare. The
prints tell their individual story and seem in most cases not to be related with the other etchings of
the series.
In contrast to the monkey song, this time I will approach the matter deeply in search for the
meanings of the prints and the aims of its maker.
The maker in question was Peeter van der Borcht : a designer and engraver originating from
Mechelen who was active in his birthplace as well as the print metropole Antwerp.3 He arrived in
Antwerp when he had to flee before the Spanish hordes would siege his hometown in 1572. Van der
1

‘There was a monkey seated on a pole behind mother’s kitchen door. He had a hole in his skirt, through which
the little rascal put his tail.’ The Dutch children’s song was first mentioned in a nineteenth century songbook
and was since frequently written down, sometimes slightly altered or extended with other couplets.
http://www.liederenbank.nl/image.php?recordid=127236&lan=nl.
2
It is unclear if the monkey plates are complete, or if the series contained more than eighteenth prints.
Friedrich Wilhelm Heinrich Hollstein (Hans Mielke, Ursula Mielke and Ger Luijten (ed.)), Peeter van der Borcht,
The New Hollstein Dutch and Flemish etchings, engravings and woodcuts 1450-1700, 7 volumes, Oudekerk aan
de IJssel 2009, introduction, p. xxiii.
3
When Van der Borcht was born in Mechelen around 1535/45, his city had been housing the court of
Margereth of Austria from 1507 to 1530, which has been a flourishing artistic cultural centre. The court
employed many artists under which engravers. Prentenkabinet Museum Boijmans van Beuningen, Exh. cat.
Zuid-Nederlandse grafiek uit de zestiende eeuw, Rotterdam 1965, p. 2.
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Borcht and his family were able to stay at the house of Christoffel Plantin (ca. 1520-1589): the
famous book publisher to whom Van der Borcht already was an employee as designer and executor
of book illustrations in the 1560’s: this indicates what a successful and much sought-after printmaker
he was.4 Van der Borcht probably appealed to contemporary print and book publishers because of
his diversity. The artist had commissions for the designs as religious works as well as secular. The
themes in his oeuvre consist of Bible-stories, Counter-reformation mysticism, ancient myths and
history, emblems, sciences, warfare, topography, furniture designs, botanical and many others. Also
his skills were diverse: Van der Borcht operated as a draughtsman and etcher, probably also a wood
cutter, painter and art dealer. 5
Van der Borcht was the first to place monkeys in elaborate, detailed scenes of human activities and
therefore his works are precursors of seventeenth and eighteenth century works with monkeys to
come. Nevertheless, the monkey scenes by Van der Borcht were, like his whole oeuvre, never
thoroughly studied.
The first interest in the works by Peeter van der Borcht arose in the beginning of the twentieth
century for his many book illustrations made for the famous Antwerp book and print publisher
Christopher Plantin.6 Louis Lebeer concentrated on his collaboration with publisher Bartholomeus de
Momper (ca. 1535-1595).7 The genre pieces by Peeter van der Borcht served as comparative material
in works on peasant scenes by Pieter Bruegel (ca. 1525-1569) and colleagues. This is not surprising,
regarding the popularity of the legendary Bruegel, a big source of inspiration for Van der Borcht
shown by his heavily Bruegel-influenced genre and monkey scenes.
In these studies, Peeter van der Borcht mostly figured in the shadow of a more famous figure.
4

Not only Plantin frequently took use of his services, but his successor and son-in-law Johannes Moretus
continued the working with the artists.
5
Hollstein (2009), op.cit. note 2, p. xviii. Since Van der Borcht made a numerous amount of illustrations to
books in Latin, there is a possibility that the master was able to read the ancient language. However, Van der
Borcht seems to have cooperated closely with the writers of works when making his designs. For example,
Hendrik Jansen van Barrefelt is thought to have had a big influence on the progress and design of the prints for
his picture Bibles (a publication with Dutch verses), even so that different opinions probably delayed the
process. Benito Arias Montano, who wrote a number of works illustrated by Van der Borcht, clearly
collaborated with the artist on some of his (Latin) books. In other Latin works, didactic catechisms written by
Jesuit Priests, the text is evidently no well-known standard, like the stories of the bible or animal fables. Here it
is striking that Van der Borcht virtually comparable designs when the same topics were addressed by the
writers. So, though Van der Borcht made his designs for many works in Latin, this does not mean the master
could read Latin since he often collaborated closely with the writers of the works. Adding to this, the master is
also thought not have been a member of a circle of humanists. Ibid., volume 1, p. vii and volume II, pp. xi, xiii
6
Ibid., p. xvii. Max Rooses, Icones veterum aliquot, ac recentium medicorum, phiosophorumque. Elogis suis
editae opera J. Sambuci, Antwerp 1574. Max Rooses, Le Musée Plantin, Antwerp 1914, introduction. A.J.J.
Delen, Histoire de la gravure dans la Pays-Bas et dans les provinces Belges des origins jusqu’a la fin du XVIII
siècle, Deuxième partie, le XVIe siècle, les graveurs-illustrateurs, Paris 1934. Leon Voet, The Plantin press (15551589). A bibliography of the works printed and published by Christopher Plantin at Antwerp and Leiden,
Amsterdam 1980-3.
7
Louis Lebeer, ‘Het hooi en de hooiwagen in de beeldende Kunsten’, in Gentsche Bijdragen tot de
Kunstgeschiedenis 5, (1938), pp. 141–155.
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In 1993 on behalf of two exhibitions the first individual research appeared on book illustrations by
Van der Borcht: his frequently praised Bible prints and meticulous botanical print studies. But it was
not until 2004-7 that the first compact description of his oeuvre was written as introduction to the
Hollstein series catalogue raisonné, containing seven volumes of prints.8 The most recent research in
Van der Borcht’s work appeared in two articles on two related prints and a series of early book
illustrations.9
In studies on apes and monkeys in art, the monkey series by Van der Borcht was never researched in
depth but briefly mentioned and interpreted as a whole. H. W. Janson, in his extensive study Ape and
ape lore (1952), on the appearance of monkeys and apes in the arts of the middle ages and
renaissance, concluded that ‘the series constitutes an extraordinarily precise and comprehensive
mirror of human vanity and folly in terms of everyday life.’10 In later studies the monkey prints of Van
der Borcht are shortly summarized in statements comparable to that of Janson. 11 Without claiming
Janson’s statement is false, there is much more to be said about the monkey prints by Van der
Borcht.
Should the monkeys in human activities in the prints by Peeter van der Borcht be interpreted as
representations of folly, moral code or do they satirize the pictorial tradition?
To study the meaning of Van der Borchts monkey prints, the first chapter deals with the connection
between Van der Borchts series and the prints made after designs by Pieter Bruegel. How did Van der
Borcht adapt the inventions by Bruegel in his own designs for genre prints? Do these genre prints by
Bruegel give an indication of the meanings of Van der Borcht’s monkey prints?
Then, the second chapter relates the pictorial tradition of monkeys in art to the prints by Van der
Borcht. Which views on the relation between man and animal, and ape in particular, were dominant
in the sixteenth century? Which ideas preceded these views? How do they relate to the pictorial
tradition of monkeys in art? And do these preceding monkeys bear a moralistic message?
Thirdly, the monkey prints are examined for a different than moral meaning and the coherence of
the series as a whole is studied. What is the structure of the series? Was it based for example on the
sins or another well known sequence, that would easily explain the series as a succession of

8

Hollstein (2009), op.cit. note 2.
Yvonne Bleyerveld, 'Een katholieke ridder als redder van de christelijke ziel. Twee prenten van Peeter van der
Borcht met een contra-reformatorische inhoud', Kunstlicht 27 (2006), nr. 2/3, pp. 40-43. Evelien de Wilde,
‘‘Werckers den Boosheyt’. Een allegorische prentenserie van Peeter van der Borcht ter illustratie van een
moraalreligieuze propagandatekst uit katholieke hoek’, De Boekenwereld 27.5 (2011), pp. 274-292.
10
Janson (1952), op.cit. note 10, p. 169. Dit wordt ook gezegd door Bruyn op p. 227.
11
Hollstein (2009), op.cit. note 2, introduction, p. xxiii. ‘The rather poorly defined animals – resembling tubber
toys more than real creatures – are shown in large hordes, satirising the ridiculous doings of human beings, and
were propably inspired by Pieter van der Heyden’s prints after genre scenes by Pieter Bruegel.’ De Bruyn (2001),
op.cit. note 11, p. 227. ‘Deze prenten, waarin apen zich gedragen als mensen, zijn te beschouwen als catalogi
van verwerpelijke gedragingen.’
9
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moralistic lessons? Can the series as a whole be understood as a moralistic parody on human life and
if yes, how? Is there a general message that can be read from the series? Are they in the end human
weaknesses we are laughing at, or the frailties of monkeys?
An epilogue in the fourth and last chapter will explain the influence of Van der Borcht’s prints on
later works with monkeys.
How were the monkey prints by Van der Borcht reused in the seventeenth and eighteenth century?
What new forms of monkey satires were developed in these centuries? How did the view on the
relation between man and monkey change? What was the effect of these change of the appearance
of monkey satire in the arts?
The arguments in these thesis are found particularly on primary visual and literary sources. The
questions will be researched by the relating of the prints to other works with a comparable content.
Also, contemporary ideas on man and nature (monkeys in particular) will be studied. Lastly, the
prints will be related to the aims of the publisher and the oeuvre of Van der Borcht.

4

1 Following Bruegel’s wake
Like many contemporary Netherlandish colleagues of the time, several print artists from Mechelen
were heavily influenced by the works of Pieter Bruegel. Bruegel’s artistic importance is found in
many genre prints composed in the city, for example in the works of the brothers Frans (1520/401590) and Remigius (1526/46-1578/98) Hogenberg, Hans Bol (1534-1593), and Peeter van der
Borcht.12 Bruegel was probably connected to the city in some way, for he is suspected to have had his
training by the versatile Mechelen artist Pieter Coecke van Aelst (1502-1550). Around 1550-1 Bruegel
stayed in Mechelen to work on the outer wings of an altarpiece meant for the altar of the glove
makers guild in the cathedral of Saint Rombout, so his fellow townsmen may even have had the
opportunity to meet their well respected colleague. 13
Bruegel’s inventions were often adapted and transformed by his contemporaries in new
compositions with a comparable atmosphere. Some of the monkey prints too are strongly related to
the works of the grand master. Therefore in this chapter the connection between the monkey series
by Van der Borcht and the genre prints by Bruegel is studied. How did Van der Borcht adapt the
inventions by Bruegel in his own designs for genre prints? Do these genre prints by Bruegel give an
indication of the meanings of Van der Borcht’s monkey prints?
Not only designers, but engravers, writers of captions and publishers too are involved in the coming
to existence of prints. As will become clear, their influence can be of surprising major importance.
Therefore studying the meanings of the prints by Bruegel and Van der Borcht not only contains the
intentions of the designing artist, but has to include the additional work of collaborators too.14
Peddler Robbed by Monkeys
Analyzing Van der Borcht’s monkey series is best begun with the print showing a Peddler Robbed by
Monkeys (fig. 1a). Not so much because it is exemplary to the other works, but because in many
respects it stands out from the others. The etching is one of two ape prints by Van der Borcht that
were published separately by Johannes Baptista Vrints and may have played a part in the decision to
start a series of apes in human practice.15 This is the only print of the group literally based on a well
founded pictorial tradition and it derives directly from a print by Hieronymus Cock (1518-1570) after
a drawing by Pieter Bruegel (fig. 2).
12

Hollstein (2009), op.cit. note 2. Friedrich Wilhelm Heinrich Hollstein (Hans Mielke, Ursula Mielke), Frans and
Remigius Hogenberg, The New Hollstein Dutch and Flemish etchings, engravings and woodcuts 1450-1700,
Oudekerk aan de Ijssel 2009.
13
Van Aelst’s death in 1550 may have caused Bruegel to visit his old master in Mechelen. Nadine M. Orenstein
(ed.), Exh. Cat. Pieter Bruegel the Elder. Drawings and Prints, New York 2001, p. 5.
14
Ibid., p. 54.
15
However, it is not sure whether the two prints were published first by Johannes Baptista Vrints, or if the
series of sixteen prints by Philips Galle came first.
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This design by Bruegel shows a merchant who has put down his hamper with wares and takes a rest
underneath a tree at the edge of a forest in a Flemish landscape. While the man is in a deep sleep a
pack of nosey monkeys, who spotted the sleeping trader, started to inspect him. The monkeys are
crapping in his hat, fleeing his hairs, unbuttoning his codpiece to examine his bum and curiously
groping about in his the small purse hanging around his neck. The insolent intruders also started to
rummage through the peddler’s wares. They opened the merchant’s hamper and hurry off with
glasses and gloves, bags and purses, strings, braids and buttons, Jew’s harps, drums and flutes, dices
and hobbyhorses. In the background of the scene it becomes clear that the monkeys have raided a
second hamper as well. While the peddler sleeps, the animals amuse themselves by curiously trying
glasses and footwear, admiring their image in a mirror, dancing to the music made by others on the
stolen musical instruments, riding their hobbyhorses, and hanging goods as garlands in the branches
of the tree.
Though he followed Breugel’s example thoroughly, Van der Borcht added some slight changes to the
design of his predecessor. Van der Borcht’s merchant seems to be suddenly overtaken by sleep, lying
under a tree with his hamper still on and his walking stick in his hand, and he made his monkeys treat
the peddler even worse than Bruegel. Again, they are fleeing his hairs and using his cap for a toilet
but this time, the codpiece is lifted by a monkey while a second one surprises a third by sticking his
nose up the merchant’s ass, while another monkey is urinating on the man’s ankles. Van der Borcht
copied most of the goods that appear from the basket and added some combs and windmills to the
merchant’s wares.
A surprising new element is a stall in the right background of the print ran by a monkey salesman and
furnished with the wares of the peddler as indicated by the monkey carrying a basket of combs to
the shop. The salesman hands over a mirror to a simian lady who stands at the stall with her little
child – treated by his mum with a hobbyhorse – and another female monkey costumer. This stall
adds a new element to the design of the print. Whereas Bruegel let his monkeys only play with the
peddler and try out his goods, Van der Borcht let some of his monkeys sell the wares of the peddler.
Unlike the actions of the other monkeys in the print, who are struggling to find the way to use the
stolen goods, the monkeys at the stall are performing a typical human habit of selling and buying
wares. They stand erect, seem to move controlled and are dressed in contemporary fashion, and
therefore act perfectly humanlike. This is indicated by the striking comparisons in attitude, behavior
and garments of the monkeys at the stall and the human customers on another print by Van der
Borcht, showing a market scene (fig. 3). While Bruegel depicted his monkeys bare naked, Van der
Borcht dressed most of his monkeys, often in a vest or hat, but none of the thieves are that well and
fully dressed as the ones at the stall. The monkeys may have found the pieces of clothing in the
merchants bag, although this is not indicated.
6

This stall is a new development in the pictorial tradition of this longstanding and popular motif. The
eldest thievish monkeys robbing a sleeping merchant appeared in the margins of a medieval
manuscript called Smithfield Decretals, a compilation of papal decisions written in Italy and
illuminated in England (fig. 4 a-e).16 The robbing of the peddler is spread out over five miniatures,
from the gazing of the monkeys at the peddler nodding of sleep, until their playing with his wares.
Following to this early example, the theme appears as a decorative motif on a design for a stained
glass window, several church misericordes, two wooden surfaces and a oven plate, and on fine
products of owners from the highest circles of society.17 According to a description of a castle in
Valenciennes, one of the walls would be decorated around 1375 with a mural painting of ‘a fountain
of youth and a park with a merchant and monkeys’, but this unfortunately is lost.18 A note by the
rethorician Anthonis de Roovere (ca. 1430-1482) from Brugge tells about a pantomime play on the
wedding of Charles the Bold (1433-1477) and Margaretha of York (1446-1503) in 1468, ‘Lastly, some
sceminclen (monkeys) appeared, who danced a morisque-dance (dance of lovers), that many laughed
about. The monkeys found a meersseman (peddler) at the door, who was asleep, and the monkeys
took the mirrors, games and combs, and brought them to the lady, this was comical.’19 This is an early
indication of the theme being described as folly and humorous. The appearance of the theme on an
enamel beaker of 1425/50 from Flemish origin made for the Burgundian court may also be
humorously intended (fig. 5 a-d). The monkeys on the cup robbing the sleeping peddler sneak away
with his wares in the branch-like curling decorations. While this is not indicated by the scene, it has
been suggested that the peddler on the cup fell asleep of drunkenness, which would correspond well
to the purpose of the festive wine cup and like this satirize luxury feasts of the upper class.20 This
would clarify the scene on the inside of the cup - apes hunting a deer - as satire on another favourite
hobby of the wealthy.
In the first known printed versions of the theme, two alike engravings dating from 1470/90 of
Florentin origin, the drunkenness of the peddler is emphasized (fig. 6-7). The merchant fell asleep on
his opened jug while the monkeys slip away in the tree with his wares. The legend on the print also
points at the drunkenness of the peddler, saying ‘Sleep fast, master pieterlin, we shall empty your
16

De Bruyn (2001), op.cit. note 11, p. 221.
Ibid., p. 223. On a design for a stained glass window by Peter Zeiner (ca. 1500, Bern, Historisches Museum),
on a multitude of misericords. Janson (1952), op.cit. note 10, p. 233-4, note 89. A surface in relief in the cloister
of the Dominicans in Oetenbach, Zürich (1521) and a wooden ceiling in the church of Mauer, Zürich (1511). On
a baking tray (1380) of undefined heritage. Lucas Wüthrich, Der sogenannte ‘Holbein-Tisch’. Geschichtre und
Inhalt der bemalten Tischplatte des Baslers Malers Hans Herbst von 1515. Ein frühes Geschenk an die BurgerBibliothek Zürich, 1633, Zürich 1990, pp. 79.
18
De Bruyn (2001), op.cit. note 11, p. 223. ‘La Fontaine de Jouvence et es Parkiel dou Merchier as singes’.
19
‘Ten lesten quam er een deel sceminclen, die dansten den morisque-dans, dair zeere omme ghelachgen was,
dewelke sceminclen vonden an den thor eenen meersseman, die sliep; ende de sceminclen namen de speglen,
spellen ende cammen, ende droughen se den joncfrouwen, hetwelke een zeer zot esbatement was.’
20
Ibid.,p. 225.
17
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purse and your basket, so that you may travel light. May your quick hand and the wine in your head
guide you.’21 The name ‘Pieterlin’ or ‘Pieterke’, declares that the designer was well aware that the
theme originates from the north. The connection between monkeys and drink and drunkenness is
found in an old Dutch saying ‘apezat or zo zat als een aap’ (‘as drunk as a monkey’) indicate someone
who is very drunk.22 And in an early sixteenth century print by Erhard Schön (1491-1592) on the Four
Effects of Wine, a monkey sits at the table with men who behave foolish because of their excessive
drinking (fig. 8).
Drunkenness however, does not appear in the prints by Bruegel and Van der Borcht. It is also not
present on a Swabian horizontal print of the theme that is regarded as the direct source of influence
to Bruegel (fig. 9).23 Hans Herbst (1470-1552) painted the theme as part of the decorations on a table
surface for reserve officer candidate Hans Bär (before 1484-1515) (fig. 10).24 As seen earlier on the
cup, the theme again appears surrounded by others, some well connected to the upper class: a hunt,
a fishing scene, a bird catching scene and a tournament. It has been suggested that the ‘nobody’
figure above the sleeping peddler is the key to understand the scenes as a symbol of vanitas,
pointing at the greediness of men. The connection of this main theme to the other scenes is not
clear, but table surfaces were frequently adorned with random decorative motives.25 The vanitasinterpretation of the table alluding to greediness is plausible, since Bär’s father was a very successful
trader and money-dealer. Bär himself was a textile trader and member of the two most important
guilds of the city.26 The table may have functioned as prestige object in his office where deals were
made.
The difficulty to grasp the meaning of the theme has to do with the dual reputation of the peddler in
medieval and early modern times, first remarked by Janson in his extensive study on the ape in art.27
He pointed at a fluctuation from laughing at a foolish, irresponsible, sometimes drunken merchant in
late Gothic art to sympathizing with a victimized old peddler in the beginning of the sixteenth
century. The situation turns again with the print by Bruegel who, according to Janson, in his print falls
back on the late medieval tradition. Finally Janson compares the theme with that of the idle dreamer,
who chooses the dream world above the reality and therefore loses his possessions. This
interpretation of the peddler being punished for his human vanity, is according to Janson
21

‘Dormi forte maesro pieterlin noi vuoter en tuo ischarzelin eltuo penier che to posa chaminar legier meniano
laman presta tua el vino nellatesta’. English transl. Janson (1952), op.cit. note 10, p. 220.
22
P.G.J. van Sterckenburg, Handwoordenboek hedendaags Nederlands, Utrecht 1994, p. 58.
23
The print by Bruegel is in reverse of the Swabian print, which implies that Bruegel drew his design in the
same direction as the Swabian print. Orenstein (2001), op.cit. note 13, p. 220.
24
Bär was killed as flag-bearer in the battle of Milan in 1515. The table may have been made to celebrate his
departure to participate in the fight that started the same year.
25
Wüthrich (1990), op.cit. note 17, p. 18, 28-29.
26
A. Burckhardt, Basler biographien, 3 volumes, 1900-1905, vol. 1, pp. 59-89.
27
Janson (1952), op.cit. note 10, p. 222.
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emphasized by the many mirrors incorporated in the scenes. 28 Eric de Bruyn found much supporting
culture-historical evidence for Janson’s findings of a positive and negative attitude towards peddlers.
In contemporary proverbs and writings, the image of the deceiving and greedy, gambling and
drunken, lascivious, diabolic and heretic peddler is confirmed. Since 1500, he was even related to
Christ and was a moralizing figure in rhetoricians plays and sometimes, the peddler even appears to
be a combination of the positive and negative figure.29
Our modern struggling with the theme is not all that remarkable, since the meaning of the scene has
puzzled art lovers as early as the seventeenth century. An English traveller saw the scene depicted in
a tavern in Lyon, noted: ‘This pretty conceit seemeth to impart some merry matter, but truly I don’t
know the moral of it.’30 Karel van Mander (1548-1606) had difficulties interpreting a painting of the
theme by Herri met de Bles (ca. 1500/1510-1555), writing in his Schilder-Boeck (fig. 11): ‘In
Amsterdam, in Waermoestraet, at Marten Papenbroeck's place, one can see a beautiful and
grandiose landscape by him in which, lying under a tree, a peddler is sleeping while a multitude of
apes rob him of his wares, hang them from the trees and amuse themselves at his expense. According
to some, it is a satire of the papacy. The apes are Martins, or Martinists, supporters of Luther, who
have discovered the sources of the Pope's revenues, which they refer to as "haberdashery." However,
this interpretation is subject to caution, and perhaps Herri intended nothing of the sort, as art should
not be an instrument of satire.’31 Here, Van Mander points at a pun on using Martin (or Mertijn), the
name of one of the monkeys in Van Den Vos Reynaerde since the prose version of 1479, as
representations of Martinisten, followers of Martin Luther (1483-1546).32 Possibly Van Mander drew
this conclusion for the passages with monkey Mertijn agitate against abuses within the Roman
church.33 However, monkey Mertijn appears to have been an advocate of a catholic bishop, with

28

Janson (1952), op.cit. note 10, p. 216, 225.
De Bruyn (2001), op.cit. note 11, pp. 201-255.
30
Janson (1952), op.cit. note 10, p. 224, note 115. Thomas Coryate (repr. 1611, William M. Schutte), Coryats
crudities, 1611, London 1978, p. 66.
31
English transl. Michel Weemans, ‘Herri met de Bles’s Sleeping Peddler. An Exegetical and Anthropomorphic
Landscape’, The Art Bulletin vol. 88 nr. 3 (2006), p. 459. Van Mander’s use of satire in art is explained by
Miedema in combination with another comment on a satirical work: a portrait of the Duke of Athens, a tyrant
of bad reputation, who would be depicted surrounded by vultures and birds of prey. This Van Mander dislikes,
for ‘it brings discredit upon art’, ‘princes whom God has raised to princes and lords must be left in their esteem’.
Van Mander thus condemns satirizing the pope in art. Karel van Mander (ed. Hessel Miedema), The lives of the
illustrious Netherlandish and German painters : from the first edition of the Schilder-boeck (1603-1604),
Doornspijk 1994, 6 volumes, volume 3, p. 95.
32
Gheraert Leeu, Die Hystorie van Reynaert die Vos, Gouda 1479.
33
These references to the catholic church are found in the two versions of the book published by Plantin in
Antwerp in 1564 and 1566. In the earlier prose edition of 1479 by Gheraert Leeu, these are not present. Since
1589 this version of the story is only found in the Northern Netherlands. In the Southern Netherlands the book
came on a black list of publications because of the possible religious critiques in it. It could be printed again
when it was exonerated of such references. Hans Rijns and Paul Wackers, De gedrukte Nederlandse
29
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many relations in Rome that will help him in exchange for money and his sister is the concubine of an
influential cardinal. That is, Mertijn seems not to be on the side of the critical followers of Martin
Luther but part of the despised misbehaving influential Catholics.34 Therefore it is not that plausible
that the Mertijn in Van Den Vos Reynaerde was at the base of this painting. Mertijn or Martwijn
however, was a usual Dutch name for a male monkey in medieval times.35
Now let us return to the monkeys at the stall on Van der Borcht’s print. Because of the added stall
and humanlike monkeys, the differences between monkey and man, between human and animal
behavior in the print by Van der Borcht is hard to distinguish. Therefore the print visually seems to
confront us with the vague boundaries between monkey and man. But did Van der Borcht try to add
a moral message in his version of the Peddler robbed by monkeys?
The print bears a legend in French that is also found on a third state of the print by Bruegel, saying
‘Quand le mercier son doulx repos vault prendre, en vente les singes ses marchandises vont tendre. ’
(fig. 12) This text, telling that when the merchant takes his sweet rest, the monkeys offer his wares
for sale, seems not to be literally depicted by Bruegel and has not been an aspect in the earlier
examples of the Peddler Robbed by Monkeys. Why was the caption added? Has the writer seen a
sales aspect, for example the wares in the branches of the tree, like a salesman displaying his stuff as
seen in the market print by Van der Borcht (fig. 3)? It may be clarified by the fact that this text is
added to the print in a later stadium of production, which indicates that the sentence will not have
functioned as a point of departure for Bruegel when designing. Van der Borcht may have worked
after a print by Bruegel bearing this legend, and he may have chosen to follow these words more
literally than his predecessor. In view of his previous work for book illustration, his strong attention
for words would not be that surprising. However, because the legend was only added in a later state
of Bruegel’s print, it is possible that the caption underneath van der Borcht’s print was of influence
on the writer of the caption on Bruegel’s print. This is not necessarily far-fetched. The inscription
appears for the first time on the third state of the print, which was not published by Hieronymus
Cock but bears the name T. Galle: Theodoor Galle (ca. 1570-1633), Philips Galle’s son who took over
the publishing house of his father around 1600 and whose name appeared on prints since 1586.36
After Cock’s death, the plate by Bruegel may have come into possession of the Galle family, for it is

Reynaerttraditie. Een diplomatische en synoptische uitgave naar de bronnen vanaf 1479 tot 1700, Hilversum
2007, pp. ix. Compare the adaptations of the texts of different publications on the pages 192-211.
34
Hans Rijns, ‘Apen in Die hystorie van Reynaert die Vos’, Tiecelijn 23 nr. 3 (2010), pp. 45-46. In later
publications of Van den Vos Reynaerde the heavy accusations against the catholic church are weakened or
removed.
35
Ibid., p.46. A. Kluyver, A. Lodewyck, J. Heinsius and J.A.N. Knuttel, Woordenboek der Nederlandsche Taal, 29
volumes, The Hague 1913, vol. 9, p. 50.
36
Manfred Sellink, diss. Philips Galle (1537-1612). Engraver and print publisher in Haarlem and Antwerp,
Amsterdam 1997, p. 38. Orenstein (2001), op.cit. note 13, p. 220.
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not mentioned in the 1601 inventory of Hieronymus Cock’s widow.37 It may have been Theodoor
who decided to put the inscription underneath the print by Bruegel, for it visually matches the print
by Van der Borcht so well.38 Thus, the print by Bruegel seems only to have been an artistic rather
than a textual source for Van der Borcht. Therefore the intention of Bruegel’s print and a possible
connection to that of Van der Borcht’s print, remains vague.
Bruegel’s genres and Van der Borcht’s monkeys
Studying the rest of the monkey prints that derive from works by Bruegel, it becomes clear that only
those by Bruegel bearing a legend from the first state correspond to the text underneath their
monkey equivalent. The legends of monkey prints that derive from a print by Bruegel without
caption, differ in nature.
A print by Bruegel showing a skating scene, is just like the Peddler Robbed by Monkeys only in a later
state accompanied by a description (fig. 13). The moral message of the scene only becomes clear
through the line underneath, added in the seventeenth century by Theodoor’s eldest son, Johannes
Galle (1600-1676), saying that this scene represents De slibberachtigheyt van ‘s menschen leven (The
slippery elements of human life). 39 It is unclear if the print had a moral intention at first.40 Several
Flemish proverbs would reflect the slipperiness of ice to misfortune, so the sixteenth century public
may not have needed a caption to make the connection. The caption of the monkey version by Van
der Bocht however, is not moralistic, but descriptive (fig. 1g). Elck slibbert hier om best, elck wilt den
hane maken, en vele groeten t’ys met hun smal achter-caken (Everyone skims to his best, everyone
wants to be the cock of the walk, and many greet the ice with their small bottom). Therefore, the
monkey version presumably mocks the ape’s inability (however not literally stated in the caption) to
skate.
Two counterparts showing The Thin and Fat Kitchen already bore inscriptions on the fist state (figs.
14-15).41 In the poor and Thin Kitchen, the inhabitants throw themselves on a pan of mussels that has
to feed them all, for their food storage is almost empty. The sturdy man is immediately removed
from the room, for this is not his place. In the rich and Fat Kitchen, the scene is reversed. The room
37

Orenstein (2001), op.cit. note 13, p. 221, note 1.
Adding to that, the print Kermis at Hoboken by Van der Borcht seems to have been of inspiration to Bruegel,
who shortly after its publishing date made the Kermis of Saint George with the corresponding line ‘let the
peasants have their kermis’ Ibid., pp. 52-53.
39
Ibid., p. 176.
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Hieronymus Cock who published the print first might have left the space empty for a caption, but since there
is no print left in this way, this is not sure.
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Inscription Thin Kitchen ‘Daer magherman die pot roert is een arm ghasterije, dus Loop ick nae de vette
Cuecken met herten blije.’ (‘It’s all drinking and pouring here, let us carouse and eat, and the fat belly gets
thrown out by the lantern-jawed..’) Inscription Fat Kitchen ‘Vuech magherman van hier hoe hongherich ghij siet,
tis hier al vette Cuecken ghi en dient[e] hier niet.)’ (‘Go away you hungry looking skinny man, this is the fat
kitchen, you do not belong here’).
38
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that is filled with smoked hams, sausages and pigs feeds the fat inhabitants and the skinny man at
the door has to leave, for he does not belong there. The monkey versions are almost copies and
therefore plausibly will strongly relate to the meaning of Bruegel’s works (figs. 1o-1p).42 Manfred
Sellink interpreted these scenes as representations of the sin gluttony with misery as its drawback.
The counterparts would therefore plea for moderation.43
This same message is claimed to be the moral in Bruegel’s Alchemist that was inspiration to Van der
Borcht’s monkey version (fig. 16). Compared to Bruegel’s work, Van der Borcht’s print is poorly
rendered and more simple of composition, but the overall tenor of the scene – an alchemist
searching for a breakthrough, but fails and ends up with his family poor and hungry in a ‘hospital’
(poor house), as seen in the background – is the same (fig. 1m). In Bruegel’s print the mockery is
emphasized by the fool – a customary figure to point the viewer at foolish behavior – who is busy
blowing the fire in the middle of the scene. The print has been accompanied with an inscription from
the first state on in Latin, as accustomed to the works published by Hieronymus Cock for educated
public, that makes clear the alchemist is busy searching for gold. 44 In a seventeenth century reprint,
Theodoor Galle added a Dutch and French inscription to the print by his father, surely to aim at a
broader public. The monkey alchemist in Van der Borcht’s print is not directly looking for gold but for
some kind of medicine by using exclusive herbs, probably an elixir that can cure all diseases and
convert useless metals into valuable ones.45
The second print published by Vrints next to the Peddler Robbed by Monkeys has compositionally
only little in relation to works of Bruegel. The plate shows a School of Monkeys (fig. 1b). Most of the
monkey students are obediently writing and reading seated on benches in the classroom, or ask their
42

Inscription Thin Kitchen ‘Tis hier al drinckt, en schinckt; laet ons brassen en eten. Ende vande maeghercaeck
wort dickbuyck wtgesmeten. (‘It’s all drinking and pouring here, let us carouse and eat, and the fat belly gets
thrown out by the lantern-jawed.’) Inscription Fat Kitchen ‘Hier gulpen sy om best, en drincken dat sie splyten,
en willen voor t’ghelach fray hun Weerdinn’ uuytsmijten’ (‘Here they gorge to the best, and drink so much until
they burst, and want to happily throw out the innkeeper before their dues.’)
43
Manfred Sellink, Bruegel. The complete paintings, drawings and prints, Ludion 2007, p. 122.
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‘The ignorant should suffer things and labor accordingly. The law of the precious, cheap but at the same time
rare stone is the only certain, worthless but everywhere discovered thing. With four natures stuffed into the
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Orenstein (2001), op.cit. note 13, p. 170.
45
‘Zij distileren hier cruyden, en speceryen, die van verr syn ghebracht ia schier uuyt Barbaryen.’ (‘They distill
herbs and spices here, that are brought from far away, almost from barbarian lands.’) Ilsink argued that Van
der Borcht alluded to the alchemist as the ape of nature, since the alchemist in Dante’s Inferno is described as
‘di natura buona scimia’. This however seems not likely, since this message has nothing to do with the monkey
series as a whole. Rather, Van der Borcht seems to have chosen this theme because it was one of the genre
prints by Bruegel suitable for his monkey prints. Matthijs Ilsink, Bosch en Bruegel als Bosch. Kunst over kunst bij
Pieter Bruegel (ca. 1528-1569) en Jheronimus Bosch (ca. 1450-1516), Edam 2009, p. 183. Roger Bacon tells of
such an elixer in Roger Bacon (ed. Stanton J. Linden), The Mirror of Alchimy. Composed by the Thrice-Famous
and Learned Fryer, Roger Bachon, London 1992, p. 3, 102, note d. ‘Alchimy therefore is a science teaching how
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teacher a question. In the front of the scene, two monkeys urinate and crap in fear of being punished
by their teachers. In The Ass at School by Bruegel, published by Hieronymus Cock in 1557, a messy
bunch of school children, reading, playing and misbehaving, is seated on the ground around a
teacher who is about to slap one of the naughty students (fig. 17). An ass leans through a window
above the children, a pair of glasses and a candle are next to his study material that bears notes
instead of the words on the texts and books of the students (for he is only capable in producing
sounds instead of words?).46 In a second room in the background some more children sit on the
ground with their texts, while a shadowy woman’s face looks through a window. The print bears a
legend saying ‘Although a donkey travels to school to learn, he is a donkey and will not return [as] a
horse’ and in Latin ‘If you send a stupid ass to Paris, if it is an ass here, it will not be a horse there’.47
The print by Bruegel seems to point at the inability to learn of both the ass and the naughty children.
Likewise, Van der Borcht tells that it is the nature of the teachers and students that causes stupidity.
The caption says that ‘Monkeys who want to imitate man, are teachers in the finesses of ape-being’.
Monkey schools already appeared in the margins of medieval manuscript made by the learned
clergy, and therefore were argued to be a form of self-mockery (fig. 18) .48 In the sixteenth century
animals (mostly monkeys’) inability to learn is mentioned in literature. Thomas Murner argued that
teaching an ape is a waste of time and Erasmus stated in his Praise of Folly that an ape clad in purple
(educated), just like a donkey dressed in the skin of a lion, messes things up.49 Manfred Sellink
pointed at the comparable English saying ‘If an ass goes a-traveling, he will not come home a horse’,
so both prints seem to be based on sayings or proverbs that make fun of idiots.
What strikes is the difference between the somewhat sober and messy organization of the small
classroom by Bruegel against the well furnished and structured scene of Van der Borcht. Van der
Borcht opposed this well behaving with the monkeys relieving themselves shamelessly in the
foreground, as if Van der Borcht tried to make the contrast even stronger, since the inability of
controlling bodily functions is intrinsic to animals.50 The well dressed and well behaving monkeys in
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The combination of the donkey with a candle and glasses is probably a variation on the proverb ‘Wat beat
laers en bril, als d’uyl niet zien en wil.’ Margret Klinge and Dietmar Lüdke, Exh. cat. David Teniers der Jüngere
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Mary F. Durantini, The Child in Seventeenth-Century Dutch Painting, Ann Arbor, 1983, p. 139.
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the classroom show how close they reach humanity, but the two crapping and peeing in the front
emphasize the point made in the caption: in the end they remain animals. 51
Same image, different intentions
Van der Borcht’s Merry Company Out of Doors again has no clear predecessor (fig. 1f). It relates
however to Bruegel’s many peasants feasts, dances and weddings, which exact meanings are heavily
discussed. In the seventies, Svetlana Alpers and Hessel Miedema quarreled with each other about
their peasant argument in Simiolus.52 While Alpers saw a realistic scenery of peasant feasts, without
prominent underlying moral lessons, and plead for an interpretation of these works in a pure comical
way, Miedema questioned the realism of the works and their purely comical content. He could not
find a reason for sixteenth and seventeenth century buyers to laugh at the ‘[…] stupid, ostentatious,
aggressive gluttons and drunkards’ on their paintings and prints ‘[…] why should we laugh at those
poor wretches?’.53 A few decades later, Walter S. Gibson wrote an extensive work especially on the
humorous content of the works by Bruegel. He pointed at the little attention from art historians for
Bruegels work as images of laughter and folly, while contemporary sources indicate the
contradictory.54 Because Bruegel made his didactic, moralistic works in a comical way, Gibson
explained, the more serious works are therefore interpreted in the same comical way, especially
Bruegel’s well known Wedding dance, Peasant kermis and Wedding banquet.55
Both Miedema and Alpers are trying to find a general way to interpret the peasant works and do not
point at the possibility of a nuance in the individual works. An exemplary attempt to discuss
differences between peasant scenes was done in the exhibition catalogue Pieter Bruegel the Elder.
Drawings and prints. Here, Nadine Orenstein made an interesting comparison between a Kermis of
Saint George that was made in 1559 by Johannes and Lucas van Doetecum (?-1579/1589) and a
Kermis at Hoboken that was designed around 1559 by Frans Hogenberg, both after Pieter Bruegel the
Elder (figs. 19-20). Orenstein pointed at the differences between the prints, especially between the
figures depicted at the side of the scenes. The more aggressive, direct and critical work of Frans
Hogenberg for De Mompere would have suited his educated customers better and the more tranquil
version by the Van Doetecum brothers which elicits discussion would be more suitable for the
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common clients of Cock.56 Both prints derive from different drawings by Bruegel, so Bruegel seems to
have made slight differences in the theme to make them suitable for different customers of print
producers.57 So, even in Bruegel’s own works, the intention is not unambiguous. The aim can be
different and this is not only due to the artist, but also due to the wishes of the print producers and
their clients. Therefore, to be able to understand the meaning of Van der Borcht’s monkey series
which derived from designs by Bruegel, the question is not so much what Bruegel intended with his
genre scenes, but how these works were handled by Van der Borcht.
Interesting in this respect, are three undated prints showing a St. Sebastian’s fair, a Wedding feast
and Laborious peasants designed by Van der Borcht, understood by Hollstein as a series (figs. 2123).58 The first two prints were already discussed by Miedema when arguing that peasants were
mostly considered to be filthy, uncivilized people by focusing on the legends of prints, but he did not
mention the third.59 Apparently, it was not yet discovered, just like the sixteenth century versions of
the two other prints, for Miedema talks about the seventeenth century editions executed by Cornelis
van Thienen (1595/1600-1678) and questions their sixteenth century origin. This uncertainty is
resolved now, but it can be questioned whether the prints form a series, for their execution,
composition and caption language differs. However, the third print, whether it is a part of a series or
not, gives interesting adding information on the interpretation of peasant scenes.
The first print shows a Fair of St. Sebastian, whose image is being carried to the church in the back of
the scene (fig. 21). It shows usual drinking company, dancing couples, people playing games and
buying wares at the stalls of the fair. Inappropriate behavior is represented by a heavy fight outside a
house, probably a brothel, and a man and woman vomiting at the right of the scene. An interesting
detail is the merchant in at the left of the print selling his wares, which are quite comparable to those
on the monkey print (fig. 1a). A young man in the front at the right who seems to leave the frame,
donates some money to a leper while pointing at a vomiting woman who is held by a man. It seems
as if the legend printed in Dutch directly underneath his feet, is said by him, directed to the leper. It
states ‘True, the peasant farms are full of music, all kinds of pleasures are to be found. But when
greediness takes over, you would better leave the place.’60
The second print shows a wedding feast (fig. 22). The bride is seated as usual in the centre of the
scene. In front of her is a bowl, presumably with pennies brought by guests such as the couple on the
left at the table. A man at the right seems to be noting the amount of money. A small line of guests is
56
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approaching with household furniture, probably gifts for the bride. On the left of this crowd, some
other guests are enjoying the food and drink that is prepared in the upper right of the print. The
legend seems to be judgmental again, saying ‘Peasant weddings are weird to see. Everybody gives,
men and women, money and beauty to the bride. If the food turns out to be bad, you would better
compensate with drinking.’61
The third print gives an interesting turn to the critiques on the feasting peasants (fig. 23). The
educated outsider who judged peasant behavior, is given a severe scolding. Three well dressed
gentleman are passing a rural area with working peasants. One of the two younger seigneurs
approaches a ploughing farmer in the foreground, saying ‘Hello, rascal!’ The farmer responds
‘Without us, you would starve to death.’62 Proceeding ‘Let us pray to our God sir, that he will bless our
work.’ The legend tells the same ‘Look at the gentleman passing by and disapproving the noble
worker, ploughing up the dirt. And he answers bravely, think, oh lord, think. Because you and your
people are fed by our work.’63 The elite was already depicted accompanying peasant feasts in early
sixteenth century prints by Beham. In his Large kermis, guests from the clergy and higher social class
are incorporated, seemingly conversing with the peasants on a friendly tone, holding a jar and
clapping them on the shoulders (fig. 24a-b). In peasant feast paintings from the second half of the
sixteenth century however, attending higher class guests seem to distinguish them from the peasant
crowd by modest behavior. They gaze upon the crowd from the side, sometimes tread a measure,
but are not convincingly drunk or misbehaving.64
With the message of the third print, for the first time the subject seems to be appealing to the lower
classes, for the accusations by non-villagers read in the captions and possibly visualized in the print,
are resisted in the end. With this message, they emphasize their essential position in the social
pyramid of society.
Van der Borcht made another Peasant Fair and Wedding in 1559, both for De Mompere, and those
are very aggressive and vulgar too, showing peasants fighting shouting, peeing and crapping (figs. 2526). 65 His only modest execution of the theme is a Peasant Fair of 1553 showing a single
misbehaving man, vomiting at the right and no one is pointing at him (fig. 27). It is unclear for which
publisher this plate was etched by Van der Borcht.
The monkeys in The Merry Company Out of Doors are much like the misbehaving people in peasant
61
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scenes. In the back, a monkey is crapping out in the open, on the left in the front, two male apes are
fighting while a woman approaches the two, shouting. And above this figure, and on the right
vomiting apes are cared for by others. Just like the print St. Sebastians fair, two others are judging
the vomiting ape by pointing at her.
Looking closely it seems however, we are not dealing with a peasant feast, for the tableware is too
expensive, the clothing to stylishness and the behavior to polished. But some of the monkeys
misbehave in exactly the same way peasants do in their festive scenes: they crap, fight, shout, and
vomit. Either Van der Borcht tried to emphasize the difference between animal and man – in
comparison to the Monkey School - by depicting the misbehaving monkeys as members of
aristocracy, or he anticipates on critiques arising since the beginning of the sixteenth century not
only on peasants and members of the small bourgeoisie, who are trying to shift classes. Sebastian
Brant condemns this phenomena in his Ship of Fools saying for example that peasants drink wine
now and wear expensive and fashionable clothing.66 In this way, Van der Borcht might tell that one
should not live above his means. The caption in this respect however stays shallow again, saying
‘Everyone drinks, everyone pours, everyone gets in a rejoicing state, they sometimes take more than
they can take.’67
Conclusion
It has become clear that Van der Borcht dealt with Bruegel’s inventions in different ways. Sometimes
his monkey prints are almost exact copies and sometimes they only seem to be slightly influenced. By
adding the stall The Peddler Robbed by Monkeys by Van der Borcht shows he is not just copy-cat, but
capable of adapting a solid pictorial tradition. In School of Monkeys and The Merry Company Out of
Doors Van der Borcht adjusted the scenes in such a way it would make the opposition of monkey and
man even stronger. When the monkey prints of Van der Borcht are based on a print by Bruegel that
already had an inscription, the content seems to correspond heavily, as is the case in for example The
Fat and Thin Kitchen and The Alchemist. Others, that derive from prints without caption at their first
state, are accompanied by texts that are descriptive and seem to be less morally intended. This for
example is the case with Skating.
This last print indicates well the influence of collaborating writers of captions and publishers on
prints, that can shape but also distort meanings until years after first publication. This makes the
intention of Bruegel and his co-workers with the genre prints even more complicated to comprehend
and therefore hard to relate to the meaning of Van der Borcht’s monkey versions. It can be
concluded however that possible moral intentions only seem to be present when they were already
66
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present in Bruegel’s works. The use of monkeys instead of human figures does not seem to add a
new moral layer to the scenes.
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2 Man, Monkey and Moral
The search for the meaning of Van der Borcht’s monkey prints is hampered by the diverse symbolic
and moral meanings monkeys got assigned since ancient times. Especially during the twelfth century,
the symbolic meanings of the animal became of a wide range. These meanings, that were examined
in extend by H.W. Janson in 1952, will be concisely discussed in this chapter in relation to Van der
Borcht’s works.
The pictorial tradition of monkeys in art is in relation to other prints with monkeys by Van der Borcht
that he made next to his extensive group of apes in human practice. These were not isolated prints,
but illustrations and decorations of books. The making of such book illustrations were Van der
Borcht’s core business from his start as an engraver in Mechelen. Since 1564 he became a frequently
asked employee of the famous Christoffel Plantin in Antwerp.68 All his monkey involved book
illustrations date from this period and were printed by the Plantin press. This chapter on the pictorial
tradition of monkeys in art is interwoven with the other monkey works by Van der Borcht.
The monkeys in art will be placed in a wider context of notions on the animal in contemporary texts
and treatises. Which views on the relation between man and animal, and ape in particular, were
dominant in the sixteenth century? Which ideas preceded these views? How do they relate to the
pictorial tradition of monkeys in art? And do these preceding monkeys bear a moralistic message?
Furthermore, in this chapter the influence of the publisher is discussed in order to find an answer as
to why Van der Borcht made a large amount of prints with monkeys in human affairs, and why at this
moment.
Mere Imitators of Man
In 1567, a book dedicated to cardinal Carolus Borromeus (1538-1584) was printed by the Plantin
press with ancient animal fables adorned with illustrations by Van der Borcht. 69 A few decades later,
the publishing house issued another work with animal fables: this time the most famous collection of
animal stories by the ancient writer Aesop (ca. 620-564 BC) and again supplied with illustrations by
Van der Borcht. 70 The fables, short anecdotes on interactions between different animals, often based
on human thoughts, characteristics and actions, were depicted by Van der Borcht in both books in
68
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small frames. These fables were first created in ancient times and slightly altered and extended with
new stories during the ages. The monkey is present too in some of the fables, and often with a
negative connotation. For example, his ugliness is the focus of attention in the fable in which a
mother monkey thinks her child stands a chance at a proclamation by Jupiter for the handsomest
animal (fig. 28). His ridiculousness is present in a fable in which the monkey is chosen by the other
animals for their king because of excessive theatrical behavior, but the clever fox unmasks the
foolishness of the animal by a setting a trap. His deceiving, imitating but concurrently dumb
character is incorporated in a tale in which the monkey is drowning in sea but saved by a dolphin
who thinks he is carrying a human being to the coast. But when the dolphin asks him if he knows
Piraeus (the harbour of Athens) well and the monkey answers he is one of his dearest acquaintance,
the monkey is thrown back in the sea.
The characteristics of the monkeys in the fables, deceiving, dumb and foolish, were attributed to
them by ancient writers because of their trying to copy humans. Cicero (106-43 B.C.) quoted a line by
the Latin poet Ennius (239-169 B.C.), who was amazed about the similitude between human and
monkey 'Simia quam similis turpissima bestia nobis' (How alike that very ugly ape is to us!).71
People’s interest in apes was largely due to their perceived similarity to humans, because in contrast
to other animals, they were considered to be ugly, useless and mere imperfect imitators of human
beings.72
Aristotle (384-322 B.C.) and Galen (129-199/217) dwell at length on the anatomical resemblances of
monkey and man, but – while telling that humans have a bestial descent, living amongst the other
animals until they received civilization through the gods – never connected the dots of humans and
apes being genetically related.73 Instead of gaining special status because of their extraordinary
similarity to humans, monkeys received their negative image as ridiculous tricksters.74 Meanwhile,
the ancient thinkers were aware of the exceptional high intelligence of the animal. In Strabo’s (64
B.C. – 19) Geographica, the monkey is described as a witty animal, quite similar to man but in lack of
full human intelligence. Hunters take advantage of their copying behavior to catch the animals,
Strabo tells ‘It [the monkey] is an imitative animal and takes to flight up the trees. Now the hunters,
when they see an ape seated on a tree, place in sight a bowl containing water and rub their own eyes
with it; and then they put down a bowl of bird-lime instead of the water, go away, and lie in wait at a
distance; and when the animal leaps down and besmears itself with the bird-lime, and when, upon
winking, its eyelids are shut together, the hunters approach and take it alive.’75 Plinius the Elder ( 2371
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79) tells about another way of capturing monkeys by using filled boots. The hunters take of their
boots underneath a tree with monkeys and hide. When the animals come down and try the boots,
they are not able to run away when the hunters appear and the monkeys are caught.76
Furthermore the monkey was an object of laughter, because their imitation of man was so imperfect.
Anacharsis (6th century) told about the laughable nature of the monkey, whose silly behavior
instantly makes him laugh. Galen advises artists to look at the paw of an ape to find a parody of the
human hand. 77
In ancient Greek and Roman cultures, animals thinking, talking and behaving like humans as they do
in animal fables was nothing exceptional. In their world view, all elements and forms of life were
connected to each other. They were familiar with hybrids and border crossings in their literature, like
centaurs and fauns. Moreover, the ancient poet Ovid (43 B.C.- 17) told in his famous
Methamorphoses – again a work that was published by Plantin with prints by Van der Borcht – of
shape-shifting between man and animal. When people were acting in an extreme bestial character
trait, they were transformed into the shape of this animal.78 In this way, Arachne, who challenged
Athena by saying she was the best weaver was turned into a spider and the Lycian farmers who
mocked Latona when she tried to drink at a pool the men were standing, were turned into croaking
frogs (fig. 29).79 The monkey was probably considered a hybrid too, for Janson noted that the
additional names of the monkey next to simian (because of their similarity to men) were of semihuman creatures, names like cynocephalus (man with dogs’ head), sphinx (lion with human head)
and satyrus (man with goat-parts), so the monkey was evidently regarded as a hybrid between man
and animal.80

Before the monkey appeared in Mediterranean art, he first popped up by large numbers in art from
Egypt and surrounding countries.81 The Egyptian became acquainted with the animal through trade
and other relation with nations at the natural habitat of the animal, like Ethiopia, Mauretania and
Libya.82 Animals had a special place in Egyptian culture: the heads of many of the gods they
worshiped were shaped like animals. Thoth was head-shaped like an Ibis, and he was the god of the
moon and the clerk of the gods, the guide of the dead to the underworld together with the god
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Anubis and the god of wisdom, healing and magic. He was thought to have learned the hieroglyphics
from apes and therefore the monkey became his emblem and representative.83 An Egyptian
terracotta figure of a Learned monkey shows this connection (fig. 30). Also, the monkey was
frequently used as trade object or pet and just like other animals, the ape was often mummified and
buried to company a deceased person on his trip to the underworld.84
Through trade with Egypiants and Phoenicians, the Egyptian artworks with monkeys inspired artists
from Greece and the Aegean islands to depict monkeys decoratively in their works, for example on
vases (fig. 31 and 32).85 The monkey often appears in art as an object of laughter, because of his
shortcomings in imitating man. He was depicted with musical instruments, figuring in one of the
animal fables, dressed in human costume, or even representing human actions (figs. 33 and 34).86
These are the most early forerunners of Van der Borcht’s monkeys in human affairs.

Order and Organization
Ancient views on monkeys have survived during the Middle Ages. The ancient hints and tips on how
to catch monkeys by using filled boots, were depicted in the margins of medieval manuscripts (fig.
35). Also animal fables remained their popularity during the Middle Ages. New fables were added,
like the popular story of a foolish monkey who does not understand how to remove the bitter rind of
a nut and therefore throws it away. 87 This anecdote may be at the base of a monkey holding a nut
encircled by pieces of shell in a floral border surrounding a scene of the passion of Christ, designed
by Van der Borcht (fig. 36).88
The popularity of animal fables during Medieval times was somewhat peculiar, since Christians had
much more difficulties to cope with the ambiguous lines between living forms as known during
ancient times. Their fixed separation of species, the hybrids and monsters were hard to incorporate
in Christian world view. 89 In contrast to the ancient beliefs, the Scripture of the Christians tells about
a Creation narrative that reports of a separation of species in which flora and fauna were categorized
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and man enjoyed the dominant position. ‘Then God said, “Let us make mankind in our image, in our
likeness, so that they may rule over the fish in the sea and the birds in the sky, over the livestock and
all the wild animals, and over all the creatures that move along the ground.’’’90 Yet these clear
partitions made man somewhat uneasy, but at the same time curious and excited about borderlines.
The bat was such a borderline, being not exactly a bird, but no beast either, and the animal takes
advantage of its ambiguous dual position in several medieval stories.91 The exciting thing of the ape
or monkey was, that he as a borderline held no place between two animals, but a special position
between animal and man and therefore comes terrifyingly close to human beings.92 Theologians
carefully struggled with borderlines in relation to Christian organization of nature as learned by
Christian thought. Hildegard von Bingen (1098-1179) was one of the prominent Christian writers of
that time who were puzzled about ape’s behaviour that is ‘neither completely human nor completely
animal. ’ 93 At the same time, the Christian structure was never questioned and the theologians
repeatedly stated that hybrids between man and animal are simply impossible.94
Other exciting species were savages, wild men, living in the woods and riding deer or unicorns
instead of horses. Again one of the medieval fantasy species, tinkling in a negative and positive way,
by representing a sinful but free life. They are exactly on the border between man and animal:
looking like man, but covered with hair and leaves, primitive, violent and sexually insatiable.95 The
savage men, women and children were often depicted in borders of medieval manuscripts and later,
in the fifteenth and sixteenth century, separately on prints (fig. 37).
By creating images of a Topsy-turvy world, man created a reversal of their known organization. Just
like the borderlines, these inversions stimulated the medieval mind that was built on order and
hierarchy and it is therefore not surprising that in the Middle Ages these images became quite
popular. Most often the images are a switched relation of power between people or human beings
and animals. One of the most popular images was that of the wild animals hunting the hunter. It was
already depicted in the margins of medieval manuscripts, for example the hares hunting the hunter,
and remained its popularity during the sixteenth century (fig. 38). Van der Borcht too made a Topsyturvy hunt, representing all the animals of the forest lynching the hunters (fig. 39).
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During this time of organizational problems, the monkey’s popularity in medieval margin illustrations
increased heavily and his peculiar relation to man was often incorporated, for example in a group of
drinking monkeys, a ploughing monkey and the monkey school discussed in chapter one (fig.40, 41
and 18).96 The resemblances man saw between monkey and humans are most interestingly depicted
in drawings of monkeys in the margins of a French manuscript. It is a mirroring image of monkeys
copying exactly the behaviour of the depicted man (fig. 42). Two men are walking and gesticulating
with their hands, the monkeys on the next page are doing exactly the same.
It was a small step from a deceiving and ugly animal based on ancient tradition to a devilish creature
fitting Christian thoughts. The early lettered Christians – well aware of the monkey’s bad reputation
in classical literature – used the word ape to address to all enemies of the Christian faith.97 One of
the first notions on the monkey as a devilish creature was made in the early Christian zoological book
Physiologus (3e of 4e eeuw B.C.) and from then on was frequently copied.98 The writer reused
ancient texts, but added a Christian, moralistic meaning to them. To Christian theologians the devil is
a trickster too: imitating God and disguising himself to trick souls.99 His devilish character later got
weakened, he becomes more an unfortunate sinner than the devil himself. 100 For example in the
story about a mother monkey always carrying her most beloved child while the one she despises
clings himself on her back. When the monkeys have to flee, the mother at a point is unable to carry
her beloved child and drops it while the one she hates survives.101
The influence of the pictorial tradition in medieval margin illustrations on the work of Van der Borcht
is clearly visible in his designs for Icones veterum aliquot, ac recentium medicorum philosophoromque
elogiolis suis editae. The book was published in 1574 showing portraits of illustrious ancient and
modern scientists and doctors in botanical pharmology and herbal medicines framed by decoration
borders with animal figures designed by Van der Borcht. In contrast to his other works for books,
these borders are quite interesting for they are not in relation to the printed portraits. 102 Therefore,
the artist was free to experiment. In the book, Van der Borcht made original, playful compositions
including monkeys, for example an elephant wearing part of the ornaments on his back with four
monkeys on top and a little mouse standing at his feet (fig. 43) In a second border the monkeys are
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holding the ornaments and curl themselves around them while carrying some fruit or annoying the
swine they are standing on (fig. 44). The frame of Aegineta, is an exceptional case. It shows a mirror
image of a monkey holding a loop in the decoration in front of his face with a dragon-like or devilish
figure at the other side withdrawing himself (fig. 45). The person in this frame is Paul of Aegina (ca.
625-690), an Egyptian with Greek roots who wrote medical treatises. With his texts, he rather kept
earlier thoughts alive then adding new ones to them.103 The prominent monkeys in the border might
be suggesting the Aegineta ‘aping’ his forerunners for his copying contemporary Oribasius (ca. 320400), was also known as ‘the ape of Galen’.104

During the late Middle Ages, the monkey’s role as devil or sinner was replaced by degrees for a
function as fool, which freed him cautiously from his negative connotation. 105 The monkey shared his
negative background with the fool, and both were held captive to provide entertainment. 106 In early
medieval texts, the stultus (fool) was often addressed to as a sinner or heretic. Gradually, this ‘sinner
fool’ was taken together with the ‘entertaining fool’ or jester, since church fathers tried to argue that
these type of persons, for example musicians and actors, were sinners. By doing this, the high placed
Christians in the end however failed to create a target, but made a symbol for the foolishness of
humanity as a whole. Fools and monkeys since then appeared together in art forms, for example a
print of Dame Folly who captured a group of monkeys (fig. 46).107
While his vicious symbolic function was somewhat weakened with his role of sympathetic fool, the
sins stayed on the monkey. Janson repeatedly finds him in context of compositions related to sin, for
example vanitas. The connection between the monkey and vanitas probably goes back to an ancient
story on how to capture a monkey by confusing him with his mirror image.108 An unkown artist made
a engraving after the later discussed composition of Israhel Van Meckenem (1445-1503), and
elaborated the scene with two monkeys playing with a mirror and a make up box with ruins in the
background, definitely pointing at vanitas. (fig. 47).109
The monkey holding a mirror also appears on a print with a loving couple (fig. 48). In this context
however, Janson states the monkey probably refers to sexuality. With his bestial sexual insatiability,
the monkey is ridiculing the man who has been caught by the love of a virgin or prostitute.110
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In chapter one it was already mentioned that the monkey was one of the effects of drunkenness (fig.
chapt. 1). This was probably because of his role in the legend of Noah, who had put the blood of four
animals (lion, lamb, pig and ape) to wine, drank it and became drunk. Afterwards he said to his son,
he had put these juices to the wine to teach mankind a lesson. In addition, the monkey became a
symbol for taste. He probably got the honour because of his resemblances to man, for ancient
authors already wrote that humans of all living creatures had the best taste. Adding to this, the
monkey is wild about apples; precisely the fruit that made mankind fall. 111
This short notice by no means covers the appearance of the monkey in art up to the sixteenth
century, for his appearance and use was so diverse. It only gives a glance of the many works of art
with monkeys discussed by H.W. Janson at length, that I am happy to refer to, since this is not the
place to discuss all works featuring monkeys.
To recapitulate, in the sixteenth century, the meaning of the monkey was developed and expanded
in various directions. His negative connotations because of his ugliness and imitating nature in
ancient times got a turn for the worse when he became seen as a devilish creature that developed to
a sinner. He was related to vanity, unbridled sexuality and excessive drinking. But meanwhile, this
heavy negative symbolism was weaken by his connection to humour and folly.

Man, Nature and Art
In the fifteenth century, the foundation of knowledge on nature that lays in ancient texts was slowly,
critically revised, at first by comparing several classical texts to each other, like Ermolao Barbaro
(1453/4-1493) reconsidered Plinius the Elder’s Natural History by comparing it to other ancient
written sources. In the sixteenth century, writers started to compose their own animal encyclopaedia
following Plinius’ example, by combining information from both modern and ancient texts. All these
studies however, were based on profound literature research and did not include new research.
For a long time people clasped to these early texts. When in 1520 the encyclopaedia Der Dieren
Palleys was printed in Antwerp, the remarks of Plinius on the monkey again are integrally included.112
And medieval mysticism was however not completely written off, monstrous beasts frequently
remained part of the new animal encyclopaedia.113 But new research, based on own observations
gained importance. In the field of anatomy, observation on human corpses caused a break through.
While for a long time dissection was only permitted on animals, prominent doctors began to
anatomize human corpses. Andreas Vesalius (1514-1564) was – under papal protest - one of the first
to do so. To his contemporaries, cutting in human flesh was shocking, but his research produced big
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progress in anatomy, that proved that the line between man and animal was even thinner then
thought before. Through his observation, he was able to demonstrate that Galen based his
comments on human anatomy on the intersection of monkeys and dogs. Vesalius found many errors
in Galen’s statements by this mode of operation. On the title page of Vesalius most influential work
on anatomy, De humani corporis fabrica libri septem published in 1543, the monkey and dogs that
are depicted on the left and right sides of the print, make room for the human corpse that lies on the
table now (fig. 49).114

The new interest in nature was also found in the artists’ representations of nature that became much
more accurate then before. Since the beginning of interest for naturalistic painting as early as
Giotto’s (1266/7-1337), artists gradually began to examine plants and animals meticulously and make
studies after nature, which gained gradually a steady place in the artistic process.115 Most of the
studies after exotic animals were made in private menageries of rich and influential – often royal –
prominents. They often provided accommodation for exotic animals – obtained by trade or spoils of
war – , for they were not only interesting and exiting but prestige objects too. Especially animals
considered of high status in the animal world were popular. The first menageries were established in
renaissance Italy, for example at Lorenzo the Magnificent’s (1449-1492) residence. At the end of the
1400s, Lorenzo the Magnificent used his captured lions and elephants in a triumphal entry as
symbols for his power.116
Considering this it is not surprising that artists working at courts or with courtly relations, like
Giovannino de’Grassi (1350-1398) and Antonio Pisanello (1395-1455), were among the first artists
making studies of exotic animals after nature, and that these animals were often depicted wearing
robes or chains (fig. 50).117 In their captivation, the monkeys began to appear as an element in
narrative scenes. For example, the chained monkey is depicted in a print by Albrecht Dürer (14711528) with a depiction of the Holy Virgin, probably representing the forgiving of original sin (fig.
51).118
The depiction of monkey by Dürer – an artist well known of his meticulous studies after nature –
substantially improved by studying the animal in real life. His first monkeys appear in a woodcut for
Brant’s The Ship of Fools, crawled up in a wagon as illustration to a passage by Brant to mock people
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who work on God’s day of rest (fig. 52). Sebastian Brant (1457-1521) here tells of a group of seven
monkeys who rob a peddler’s hamper on a Sunday (probably an adaptation of the Peddler robbed by
monkeys?).119 How different are these monkeys from the sketch of a dog-faced baboon the artist
made in 1521, when he visited the private menagerie of Charles V (1500-1558) in Brussels (fig. 53).
He seems to have paid special attention to this animal for he, in contrast to the other animals on the
sheet, carefully coloured the monkey and described some details at his study ‘an extraordinary
animal which I […] big, one and one half hundred weight.’120 During his stay in Antwerp, Dürer even
‘[…] bought a little seacat [a long-tailed Indian monkey] for four gold florins and five fish for five
stuivers.’ that probably was of great inspiration to the artist.121 He must not have had the monkey for
long, for when his Swiss friend Felix Frey (1470-1555) asked Dürer to draw him a monkey dance in
1523, the artist had no life model to draw from (fig. 54). ‘As to the monkey-dance you want me to
draw for you, I have drawn this one here, unskilfully enough, for it is a long time since I saw any
monkeys; so pray put up with it.’122
While the isolated monkey was already depicted in prints from the fifteenth century, he appeared as
the main subject of a painting in the sixteenth century for the first time. Two chained monkeys sitting
in front of a window that provides a view on a harbour was painted by Bruegel in 1562 (fig. 55). The
isolated animals with, as Ilsink puts it, a lack of intern context, causes trouble of interpretation.123
While Van Meckenem’s isolated monkeys flea each other, look in a mirror or stroke each other,
Bruegel’s monkeys are merely sitting, without any occupation, like elaborated studies after nature
(fig. 56).124 Many scholars explained the painting in relation to one of the monkey’s symbolic
meanings earlier discussed: gloomy, melancholic and sinful.125 Recently, Matthijs Ilsink provided a
new view on the painting by relating it to the monkey as representative of art: ars simia naturae.126
While the idea of art aping nature was made in an early state (the monkey already appeared as
attribute to Imitation in Ripa’s (ca. 1560-1622) Iconologia next to a mask and brushes) it only became
visually represented from the sixteenth century, since art at that moment elevated his status as mere
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skill to something of more importance127. While searching for a meaning outside the painting, Ilsink
based his reading of the work by the composition itself.128 His main reason for this ars simia naturae
conclusion is based on a citation of the left monkey in Bruegel’s painting by Joris Hoefnagel (15421601) in an emblematic miniature of 1579 as part of the triplet art, ape and nature.129
The ‘natural monkey’ seems to appear frequently among the ‘human monkeys’ in Van der Borcht’s
series. The monkey climbing a tree for fruit is depicted in Outdoor games, and the Merry Company
Out of Doors (figs. 1d and 1f ). Also he often views the scenes from a distance, for example while
sitting crawled up on the door in a scene of a barber-surgeon, that will be discussed later on, or the
monkeys eating and playing on top of the chimney in several scenes (figs. 57, 58 and 59). Why did
Van der Borcht add these monkeys with natural behaviour between the human-monkeys? Did he
want to remind the viewer that he is looking at monkeys? Or are these figures not representing the
natural monkey but only referring to playing children? This can be plausible in relation to the
climbing monkeys in the trees, but the monkey sitting on the door or on the chimney makes this
difficult.
Van der Borcht may have made studies of monkeys – possibly after life – too. A drawing cautiously
attributed to Van der Borcht, shows a group of monkeys, nursed by their mother, eating something
small and fleeing a dog: perfect animal behaviour (fig. 60). The attribution of the drawing may be
questioned, but the artist showed his skills in portraying flora and fauna in several of his prints, for
example in the monumental prints for the ‘royaal bijbel’ Imagines et Figurae Bibliorum (fig. 61). In
comparing to these works, the monkey in the series are of lesser quality. Considered the rest of Van
der Borcht’s oeuvre, the lower quality of his monkeys seem to be rather a choice than inexperience
of the artist. Did the monkey caricature fit the genre scenes better, or did the human gestures of the
monkeys or the genre context make him bungle?

The Wishes of the Publisher
The shifting ideas on the relation between man and animal finds a most radical swing in the print
series Misery of Life designed by Maarten van Heemskerck (1498-1574). The first print of the series
shows man brought forth by the many-breasted Nature, indifferently passed to his mother, who
carries him winded in cloth (fig. 62). In the background, many animals are depicted. The two popping
out the most are the swine’s in the middle; an animal race considered one of the lowest in the animal
world. Man is obviously compared to the status of the swine, but it gets even worse reading the
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legend, saying ‘Mother Nature gives fur to animals and double barks to trees. Only human she brings
naked to the light and passes on to a tight clasp.’ So in this print, man is not equated with animals,
but regarded even lower. The other prints of the series carry on about the human’s misery,
complaining on the lack of the possession of any skills when born, how man is forced to learn and is
confronted with sickness and other shortages, how he is tortured by sins, how poverty and an early
death by violence shortens his life and how he always longs for fighting.130 The series does not tell
how to get released from this burden, what should be a common end to this pessimistic series in the
sixteenth century.
Print specialist Ilja Veldman noticed Galle’s inventive ways of anticipating on the print market by
slightly altering the common pictorial tradition, and she calls this series one of these creative works.
The growing affection for nature seems to have struck the commercial eye of Philips Galle. In his
study on Galle, Sellink remarked an increasing number of prints with a natural subject, animals in
particular, while the publisher never made such work before 1575. The Florentine master Johannes
Stradanus (1523-1605) made two extensive hunting series for the publisher, including two exotic
hunts for monkeys. The monkey hunt in the series of 1578-80, shows turbaned, exotic hunters trying
to catch the monkeys and their young with bow and arrow (fig. 63). The hunt for monkeys in the
series that was published around 1596, is perfectly rendered following the text by Strabo on how to
catch monkeys using their copying habits (fig. 64). In front of the scene, the hunters are washing their
faces with water while the monkeys on the left try to do the same with the bowls filled with glue.
Other monkeys are trying to wear the filled boots that were put out by the hunter on the right
background, while the hunters approach their victims with their clubs. With these extensive hunting
series, Galle anticipated perfectly on the huge demand for hunting scenes during this time. Stradanus
also provided Galle of a printed series representing the finest stags of Don Juan of Austria (1545/71578). Galle’s other co-worker Marcus Gheeraerts (1519/21-1589/91) designed a series of plants and
flowers. The monkey series of Van der Borcht obviously fit well in this ‘nature-phase’ of the
publisher.
The monkeys in human practice hold a special place in this context. The extensive scenes were
something quite new within print tradition. It therefore seems to be one of these inventive works by
Galle. What would have triggered Galle’s mind to begin such a series? Were the new views on
anatomy – and therefore the strong relation between man and monkey – freshly published by
Vesalius in 1543 probably at the base of the renewal of a pictorial tradition on monkeys in human
affairs, that were not present in art since the margin illustrations from the twelfth century? Or is it
wrong to assign the idea of an extensive series on monkeys in human affairs to Galle? After all, it has
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been Johannes Baptista Vrints who took the initiative with his first two monkey prints. Unfortunately,
the life and works of Vrints are not thoroughly studied yet and therefore it is hard to grasp why the
publisher should have quit the series after two prints.

Conclusion
The monkey always stimulated man to look for the resemblances and differences between man and
animal and therefore studying the animal also meant defining what it is to be a man. Their
resemblance to man made the animal that was assigned with unpopular qualities as an ugly and
imperfect imitator and trickster, still an interesting subject. Especially since the twelfth century,
when the Christian structure of nature and society the monkey made medieval minds struggle with
their view on the organization of the world. With their special place between man and animal, the
monkeys were an exciting species that stimulated the medieval mind like other hybrids, savages, and
scenes of a Topsy-turvy world. During the centuries, the monkey developed to be a versatile symbol.
He was related to several sins, like vanitas, unbridled sexuality and excessive drinking, but at the
same time the monkey was related to humour and folly: The perfect recipe for edifying arts works or
literature around the fifteenth and sixteenth century, but the exact symbolic and moral meaning of
the monkey often is hard to grasp.
During the renaissance, the enthusiasm for research and observation produced more accurate and
elaborated depictions of monkeys and the understanding that the line between monkeys and men
was even thinner than always thought. These thoughts were possibly at the base of the
reintroduction of monkeys in human affairs in art. The keen businessman Philips Galle had been that
anticipating on contemporary developments and demands in the art market before.
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3 Moral, Satire or Folly?
As stated in the introduction, many scholars assumed that the series by Van der Borcht contain a
parody on human failings. Janson interpreted the series as ‘an extraordinarily precise and
comprehensive mirror of human vanity and folly in terms of everyday life.’131 This would be a
‘heightened perception of human frailties derived from the social satires of Pieter Brueghel the
Elder.’132 Janson however, just like his colleagues, did not explain the how and why of these parodies.
What is the structure of the series? Was it based for example on the sins or another well known
sequence, that would easily explain the series as a succession of moralistic lessons?
The scenes based on works by Bruegel were dealt with in the first chapter. This time, the emphasis
will be on the remaining prints which all bear scenes of human professions and (leisure) activities. Is
there a coherence to be found in these different scenes? And how can these scenes be interpreted in
combination to the ones based on Bruegel’s designs, discussed in chapter one? Can the series as a
whole be understood as a moralistic parody on human life and if yes, how? Is there a general
message that can be read from the series? Are they in the end human weaknesses we are laughing
at, or the frailties of monkeys?

Monkey or Man?
Legends
In the previous chapter it has been remarked that some of the monkeys in the series act much more
animal like than their fellow monkeys, which recalls the question if we are laughing at the frailties of
men or the frailties of monkeys. An element that gives more information in this matter are the
legends underneath the scenes.
The text underneath one of the prints published by Johannes Baptista Vrints seems to be of the same
nature as the lines accompanying the first print of the series by Philips Galle. Both prints show an
aspect of the growing and learning process of the monkey: the one by Vrints represents a school and
the one by Galle shows a nursery (figs. 1b-1c). The French line underneath the school says ‘The elder
monkeys mimic human beings, and they are the teachers of the younger monkeys, with precision.’ 133
The French line at The Nursery too alludes on the copying of monkeys, saying ‘What monkeys see,
they capture, remember and want to promote, as is known.’134 The Latin verse more generally, says
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‘In what way the monkey represents the human customs is represented in this image.’135 The legends
therefore do not seem to allude on the scenes itself but on the monkeys’ copying nature in general.
Therefore, The Nursery seems to be an opening to the series by Galle. The opening caption is
connected to the other texts in the series of Galle, for the monkey is not explicitly mentioned there
again. The monkeys are only referred to with ‘they’ or ‘he’. The series does not end with a moralistic
punch line that connects the scenes to behaviour of human beings. If such a message is there, one
would have to extract it from the compositions. The text thus only talks about the monkeys and their
mimicking of human actions and does not say anything directly on condemnable behaviour of human
beings.
But this is different in the German captions underneath a mirror-image copy of the series.136 The
legend accompanying The Nursery invites to take a look at the series, saying ‘Gather here, everyone,
let us gape at apes! People gaping at apes are produced by apes. Affected apes and she-apes learn
how people do, brushing and washing, rocking and lying, spinning and turning’ (fig. 65).137 In contrast
to the Dutch, French and Latin legends at the original series, the German texts sometimes do seem to
carry a moral message. For example the legend underneath the print with the Merry Company Out of
Doors that starts with a description of the festive behaviour of the monkeys – just like the French,
Latin and Dutch descriptions on the originals – ends with the lines ‘That is how it goes: it concerns
you too, brother. This is how the world is a mess. (fig. 66)’138 Or the last sentences underneath the Ice
Skating scene, ending with a moral message probably alluding to the Last Judgement : ‘Who walks on
ice, falls if he wants to walk now. Once the world will melt away in a mess’ (fig. 1g).139
The scene called The Laundry, showing monkeys (following a toppled u-turn starting from the clients
entering the door) washing, drying, starching and crinkle ruffs, could be easily connected to the sin of
vanity (fig. 1k). The ruffs shown in the scene are comparable to those of Spanish fashion, this
conjecture is confirmed by the complementary Spanish clothing worn by the male monkey in the
middle who gets pinned on a ruff. This type of fashion and ruffs were just new at the end of the
sixteenth century, and the scene therefore could mock this fashion fad (fig. 67).140 However, the
Latin, French and Dutch verses do not bring up the vainness of the monkeys and only describe the
washing process. The German print conversely, anticipates on this probable moral, saying at the end
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that ‘[…] The world apes apes and flaunts the ruffs’, probably alluding on the process of fashion,
where all who want to be fashionable are apes, aping each other.141
Again we are facing the problem that occurred with the prints after Bruegel discussed in chapter one.
If a scene lacks a moral legend, or the text is puzzling, that does not mean the moral is not there.
Maybe the moral is depicted in the scene and obvious to spot with sixteenth century eyes. But one
would expect, especially since the prints were published as a series, the scenes in a whole in that
case would have a moral message too. This coherence between the scenes however, as will become
clear in the following, is not clear.

Medical professions
Another way to find out if the monkey series mocks the behaviour of monkey or man, is by verifying
whether the professions or actions of the monkeys were regarded as negative, questionable or
foolish in the sixteenth century.
A lower medical profession is represented in three of the prints: the Barber-Surgeon, Charlatan and
the earlier discussed Alchemist (fig. 1h, 1l and 1m). The charlatan was not a real doctor, but a
swindler. In the print he recommends his products to a crowd suffering of different sicknesses, and,
following the legend, he makes believe his medicine is a help to everyone. He makes a good living
from his fraud, indicated by his fancy clothing. Meanwhile, the crowd is robbed by a young monkey
on the right, probably an accomplice of the swindler. A charlatan visited several cities and villages to
do his business, since he better had left his customers before his deceit gets around. Therefore, to do
his business, he travels the cities and villages, and he is often depicted in a kermis setting. It is not
until the seventeenth century that the monkey appears in compositions with charlatans, often on the
table of the swindler. They may really have accompanied swindlers on their travels, to sit at their
table as an exotic bait, but it is more plausible the monkeys were depicted because of their symbolic
tradition of trickster, to point at the deceit of the swindler. In some works, the monkeys appear ‘by
coincidence’ in the scene, for example on the Charlatan by Gerard Dou (1613-1675) (fig. 68). The
charlatan tries to sell his goods while the painter – himself a deceiver for imitating nature – stares at
him from a window in the background. A monkey is seated on a document with an exaggerated large
seal before the swindler on the table. The document has to persuade his buyers of the high
education he had had, but to the viewer of the painting it is clear that the ridiculously large seal in
combination with the monkey points at the reverse.142
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Before the seventeenth century, the monkey was often depicted on the other side of the table, being
one of the swindler’s foolish customers. In a German print, the charlatan is depicted as a frog,
probably referring to his ‘quacker’ business (fig. 69).143 The monkey in this context is possibly one of
the clients, suffering from piles or some other disease at his behind.
In Van der Borcht’s Barber- Surgeon, the barber is cutting a client in the middle of the room (fig. 1h).
He is encircled by co-workers who, from right to left, are letting blood, pulling teeth and bandaging
wounds. The female nurse is possibly stimulating someone’s throat to make him vomit . While the
Latin and French text only sum up the activities performed in the room, the Dutch texts says in the
last verse ‘[…] But I see that the barber doesn’t collect a lot of money [gets rich]’.144
Indeed, the barber-surgeon was not a highly educated and often not even a lettered doctor. These
kinds of surgeons were at the bottom of their profession and often had to combine their workings
with side-jobs to make a living.145 This corresponds with the medical actions performed by the
monkeys in the print: letting blood and bandaging were their most important occupations.146
But why would the barber-surgeon be mocked? He is not a swindler per definition, like the charlatan
or the kei-snijder, who said he could relieve men from diseases by removing a rock or several rocks
from his head. This was frequently represented in art, probably to mock the foolishness of their
clients, so this would be more plausible in the prints. Was it probably his low rank and poor situation
that is mocked? Could the situation of the barber-surgeon be connected to that of The Alchemist
after Bruegel? He too is working himself blue in the face while, showing from his shabby clothing and
housing, it is not fruitful. Such elements of poorness however are not present in the Barber-Surgeon
scene.

Leisure
Specific forms of leisure activities are found in four prints of the series. One of them shows a group of
dancing monkeys, that will be discussed later. On the second the monkeys are performing numerous
Outdoor Games, comparable to the painting Children’s Games by Bruegel (figs. 1d and 70). In
contrast to Bruegel’s painting, the games are not played on the streets in a village but in an open
field or garden. Since the composition as well as the games are not corresponding to the work by
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Bruegel, it is unlikely that this specific painting was of influence to Van der Borcht.147
In Water Sport, Van der Borcht elaborately depicted a Dutch game in which a monkey seated on a
sledge while four others pull them under a bucket of water (fig. 1j). The monkey that is pulled, has to
place the stick he carries exactly through the hole in the board that is attached to the bucket to keep
dry. In the print, the monkey fails to do so and therefore gets the shower of water from the bucket
all over his body. Nowadays the game is still played in Dutch villages and it is striking to see how well
the equipment used for a game in the 1980’s corresponds to that on the print by Van der Borcht (fig.
71).
Lastly, in Water Tilting, the monkeys play a naval battle (fig. 1i). The battle ships are manned with
two rowers and a drum and/or trumpet player, who provide the game of appropriate battle music.
On the stem of the ship, a knight equipped with lance and shield is standing and by passing each
other’s boats, these warriors have to make the opponent fall into the water. These players are done
playing and swim ashore, where a large crowd is watching the show. Apparently, the game was
popular in higher circles, since it appears in a drawing from ca. 1510 in a setting with well dressed
spectators (fig. 72 ).
Sports and leisure activities were appreciated by ancient writers because of the healthy effect of
relaxation on body and mind, but playing too much or too little was not appreciated, as found in the
works by Aristotle (Nichomachean Ethics 350 B.C.). Early Christian writers such as Thomas Aquinas
(1225-1274) (Summa Theologica 1265-74) took over these ancient ideas. Other theologians who
joined the general opinion, had a problem not so much with the participation of leisure activities, but
with watching them: when one deliberately looks at a play or a game, this would induce mortal sin.
These ideas were still circulating In the sixteenth century. In this context it is interesting that in Water
Tilting and Water Sport a large public is involved. If these scenes bear a moral message, this would be
concerning rather the enjoying and laughing audience than the players. The games portrayed are not
known of being particularly sinful ones. If Van der Borcht wanted to mock leisure activities, he would
better have chosen for playing cards or dice since these forms of recreation were heavily condemned
by theologians and Erasmus repeated these thoughts in Praise of Folly. 148

Hunting and War
The same is true about hunting. A passage of Erasmus’ Praise of Folly in which the writer extensively
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writes about the bad things of hunting, is quite applicable to the monkey print Stag Hunting ‘While
the hunters by constant hunting and eating wild food, achieve nothing else then imbruting, they think
they lead the life of a prince.’ (fig. 1n) 149At the same time, sixteenth century print buyers evidently
loved scenes of hunting, as indicated by the earlier mentioned extensive hunting series published by
Galle.
The fighting depicted in Siege of a City and Sea Battle was also condemned by sixteenth century
humanists (figs. 1q and 1r). Man’s longing to fight was one of his regrettable qualities mentioned in
the Misery of Human Life by Galle. But it was already denounced by Erasmus in many of his texts and
letters.150 Again the pictorial tradition of this theme already started in the medieval manuscripts, for
example in Rabbits besieging a City (fig. 73).151
Scenes of war and fights were frequently printed too, especially in news prints that informed people
in the sixteenth century by image and text, like a newspaper would today, about the involvements
and outcomes of combats and other political events. Van der Borcht’s fellow townsman Frans
Hogenberg was the one to introduce this genre. He made a lot of such news prints and comparing
some of his works to Van der Borcht’s, similarities are found between the depiction of military
equipments (figs. 74 and 75). In his print on the besieging of the city of Dalen by the Spanish, a
farmers couple that is depicted in the right foreground, is murdered in cold blood by the Spanish
soldier. The legend of the print ends with ‘[…] peasants and women in the same place too, were
pitifully murdered’.152 It depicts the cruelness of the fights and probably even a small rebuke note on
the brutal killing of defenceless victims (figs. 76).
These monkey prints by Van der Borcht thus, were based on contemporary compositions that the
sixteenth century print buyer was familiar with. The same is true about the famous works by Bruegel
that Van der Borcht made in ape-form and the charlatan and tooth-puller print. Some of the prints
however do not recall directly another work, for example the introduction print of The Nursery (fig.
1c).
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Monkey and Jester Parodies
An argument that the monkey series is mocking human behaviour is that some of these scenes were
already depicted in fool parodies. Fore example the earlier mentioned critique of Erasmus on hunting
is illustrated with hunting fools in an edition of his work (fig. 77). The hunters were often ridiculed in
their profession in the earlier described Topsy-Turvy World prints in which the hunted animals take
the place of the hunters and teach them a lesson. But the true condemnation of the practice, the
foolishness of hunting, is more evident in the drawing from Praise of Folly, since here the hunters are
wearing fool’s caps.
Also doctors were already depicted wearing fool’s caps in early woodcuts for the Narrenschiff (fig.
78). In most cases however, it is evident that the fool represents a doctor from the upper class,
lettered and well dressed, often performing uroscopy in the scene, in contrast to the low educated
barber-surgeon or the tricking charlatan.
Remigius Hogenberg made an interesting fool version of the in those days frequently painted and
printed (peasant) wedding feast (fig. 79). The scene is familiar: the bride sitting in the middle of a
large table and surprisingly (in most wedding feasts he seems to be absent) accompanied by her
husband. In this version, the inappropriate behavior that is often depicted in the wedding scenes,
such as fighting, shouting and drinking, have more impact here since the other guests, dancing and
celebrating ‘normally’, are absent. The legend tells what the print fails to show properly: the foolish
husband married an old lady because of her money. So in fact, this print shows an elaborate version
the well known theme of the Unequal Love in a different setting.
The fool again plays the leading part in two prints by Frans Hogenberg showing male and female
fools dancing (figs. 80 and 81). The prints evidently represent the sins of man, since al the figures
bear the name of a sin and the upper legend on The Dance of Foolish Men tells ‘The fools are
countless, since everyone follows his desires’.153
As mentioned earlier, one print in the series shows monkeys dancing (fig. 1e). The monkeys dance in
pairs, in a string and in a circle. The possible moral message in this scene is as hard to grasp as the
one in the popular peasant dances this monkey dance resembles. Besides the festive connotation,
dances can have a negative side too. The happy celebration may be one of evil or foolishness too, as
seen in the prints by Hogenberg or for example a circle dance of devils representing the sins in a
book illustration by Van der Borcht (fig. 82). Is the monkey dance in the series only a celebration of
happiness? Again, the legends are silent.154
The monkey dance by Dürer discussed in chapter two is probably parodying a theme that was also
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depicted with jester figures (fig. 54). In Dürer’s drawing, the monkeys seem to dance individually on
the music made by the monkeys in the back of the circle, in order to make a chance on the prizes
held by the monkey in the middle. It is most likely that Dürer’s monkeys are performing a Morris
Dance: a dance in which young gentleman (sometimes different types, including a jester) compete
with each other in courting the lady by dancing to win the heart of the young girl (and her prizes).155
The Morris Dance was for example depicted by Hans von Kulmbach (1470-1522) and a jester’s
version was made by Erhard Schön (figs. 83 and 84). In the scene by Von Kulmbach, the girl is holding
a mirror and in both scenes the girls are holding a round object, identified as an apple.156
These objects correspond to the ones in Dürer’s monkey dance. The object in the right hand of the
monkey in the centre is a mirror, indicating from the small dots that seem to represent the circle of
monkeys, and the round object in his left hand is probably an apple or some other kind of fruit or
nut, since it has a twig with leaves attached to it.
The Morris dance originated from a Spanish sword dance, that was found its way to the European
courts when the daughter of a Castilian ruler married a member of the English royal family in the
fourteenth century. Thus, In spite of the heavy and grotesque movements, the Morris dance was
performed as a court dance in fifteenth century Europe.157 In a relief from Innsbruck, the dancers are
accompanied by a monkey and dog at their feet (fig. p. 85). Their exact symbolic function in relation
to the dance is unknown.158 If the monkey was attached to the dance in some way, this would give
Dürer’s monkey version an extra humorous dimension.159
The connection between monkeys and jesters is also found in Dutch proverbs. In the Dutch saying ,
‘De aap in de mouw hebben/houden’, (lit.: ‘Having the monkey in the sleeve’; hiding his cunning
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devices) ‘aap’ can be replaced for ‘gek’ (‘fool’).160 The same is true for the proverb ‘Iemand voor de
gek/zot houden’ (‘Make a fool out of someone’), in which ‘gek’ or ‘zot’ is also easily replaced for ‘aap’
(‘monkey’) and even in ‘boer’ (‘peasant’).161
Bruegel may have anticipated on the relation between monkeys and jester in his Peddler robbed by
Monkeys. Sellink remarked that Bruegel in his version of the Peddler robbed by Monkeys on which
the one by Van der Borcht was based, added attributes to the scene that were not depicted in this
context before, referring to attributes of jesters: the jew’s harp, the spectacles and the flutes are all
seen in Bruegel’s own Festival of Fools (fig. 86).162 The windmills and hobby-horses can be added,
since Ripa in his Iconologia already depicted them as attributes of Folly (fig. 87). Adding to this, the
hobby-horse is connected to folly in the Dutch proverb ‘Elke zot zijn marot’ (Every fool has his
hobbyhorse (or bauble), meaning every fool has his shortcomings) points at this relation. 163

Satirizing Pictorial Tradition
Just like some of the prints in the monkey series, the monkey dance by Bruegel satirizes a well known
theme. Could the scenes by Van der Borcht possibly be interpreted as a satire on familiar themes of
the pictorial tradition?
Janson devoted a complete chapter to a print with a monkey version of the Laocoon Group by
Niccolò Boldrini (1510-1570) after a drawing supposed to be by Titian (1488/90-1576), because the
interpretation of the design is puzzling (fig. 88).164 Since the seventeenth century, the print was
explained to be a satire on the major response of contemporary artists on the ancient artwork by
copying or citing it in their own works.165 This interpretation rimes perfectly with the copying
behaviour of monkeys. Furthermore, the work was interpreted as critique from Titian on the working
method of Italian art school by using antique and modern examples. Giorgio Vasari (1511-1574) in his
Vite namely , Janson remarks, called it impossible to draw only from nature.166 In this context Titian
would have used the work to defend his work as simia naturae and ridicule the work of other artist
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as simiae artis.167 This interpretation of the monkey Laocoon as simia naturae has been adapted by
Ilsink and incorporated in his earlier mentioned essay, but disposed of its critique on the art schools
methods. The most implausible interpretation tells that Titian would have liked to let off steam
because of this sculpture, while Titian is known to have been one of the first admirers of the
works.168 Adding to this, almost all of the cinquecento artists and art lovers were heavily impressed
by the ancient sculpture, its completeness and naturalism, and Janson therefore states this argument
to contradict these theories.
His very own theory on the print is based on the then upcoming scientific ideas on the relation
between monkey and man, discussed in the previous chapter. Janson argues that the conflict that
arose after the 1543 publication of Vesalius’ critiques on Galen’s intersection on monkeys while
writing about the anatomy of human beings is connected to the print. Around 1550 the Galenists
started to react on Vesalius’ ideas, for example by stating that men in Galen’s time had much more
simian features than modern men, and to which followers of Vesalius reacted. Janson thinks the print
ridicules the Galenists’ point of view, saying ‘This is what the heroic bodies of classical antiquity
would have to look like in order to conform to the anatomical specifiations of Galen!’169 Janson
however admits that his theories, just like the earlier ones, are not fixed. The print for instance was
never found on a pamphlet by Vesalius followers and therefore the notion is just as instable as the
former. Doubt arises especially about the art form of the satire. Why is this distributed? Why would a
buyer be interested? It is tempting to speculate that the original drawing by Titian was never made
with the intention to be published in the first place and meant to be a personal work, just like Dürer
made his monkey drawing for a close friend.
An other sixteenth century Italian artwork satirizing another is the Bacchino sculpture by Valerio Cioli
(1529-1599) made in 1560 (fig. 89a-b).170 The Bacchus figure riding a tortoise was modelled after
Morgante, one of the dwarfs held for entertainment at the court of Cosimo I de Medici (1519-1574).
The statue strongly reminds one of the statue of Marcus Aurelius seated on a horse and bringing the
sign of peace with his hand (fig. 90 ). 171 This work, unlike the print by Boldrini, was not intended for a
large audience and hidden in the private garden of the Medici family at the Pallazo Pitti where this
kind of sculpture is in its place, since the garden plays with the borders between nature and man,
civilized and uncivilized, a place for uncontrolled leisure, accessible only for the inhabitants of the
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villa and maybe some close friends.172
The satirizing of composition, especially modern, seems not to have been that common. Except for
the drawing by Dürer, all these works were based on ancient models. The changing of a
contemporary artwork into a satirizing parody may have been too offensive and provocative in times
of imitatio and aemulatio.
The resemblances between the monkey scenes and other contemporary prints however, does not
imply by definition that Van der Borcht wanted to satirize the pictorial tradition. Since the first lines
of the series anticipate on the resemblances between man and monkey, it is evident that the artist
was looking for familiar situations. These you can find in real life, but in this context even better in
artistic compositions. It is therefore plausible that the artist chose to work with, at least some,
recognizable designs.

Lack of Coherence
It is striking that the monkey prints, who were numbered as a series when produced by Galle, do not
show any coherence of content. It can be stated for sure that the series are not based on the sins or
some other established sequence of human frailties. While The Laundry can be well connected to
vanity, The Charlatan to plain foolishness, the several game scenes to laziness and the war scenes to
anger, the series lacks consistency and its meaning as a whole is therefore hard to grasp. Often
scenes are partially repeated, for example the several scenes of leisure activities, or the two war
scenes. If Van der Borcht wanted to mock human laziness or human longing for war in a cohesive
series on sinful activities, one scene representing a sin would have been sufficient.
Therefore it seems that it has not been the intention to send a carefully composed, elaborated and
complete moral message to the viewer with this series as a whole, but rather a combination of
several scenes that are visually connected and humorous (and possibly educative) all in their own
way.
The humor of the scenes can be divided in three groups. The first are the scenes that always have
had a humorous character, also when it is not rendered with monkey figures, for example The
Alchemist by Bruegel. The second group are scenes in which the humor is reinforced because the
figures are monkeys since the scene has had a relation to monkeys before, for example The
Charlatan. And lastly, some scenes are only funny because they are depicted with monkey figures,
for example the war scenes.
Many scenes of the series are based on in those days well known compositions of popular prints, for
example the works by Bruegel, or The Charlatan print and the war and hunting scenes. But some of
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the compositions seem to be quite new, for example the Water Tilting or the Nursery. Therefore it is
not plausible that the whole series was meant to be a satire on pictorial tradition. The familiar
compositions might as well have been chosen to make it more easy to the viewer to recognize the
human situations in the monkey scenes, thus making the imitation of the monkeys even more
perfect.
Since there seems to be no key that can explain the series as a whole, the works seem to be a
collection of compositions chosen because they would attract the buyers because of their humorous
character and often familiar compositions, rather than a cohesive series with an univocal ideology. If
the prints truly would contain a certain moral message concerning human sin this is somewhat
remarkable, since in the sixteenth century series on human sins were often depicted with a clear
structure and step-by-step plan to salvation.173 Possibly the series were created with the intention to
make the prints individually appealing to the public too.
Conclusion
Concerning the question above, whether the series can be interpreted as moral, satire, folly or a
combination of the both, it can be surely stated that the all the prints contain an element of folly.
Depicting monkeys in human action is sufficient enough to raise a laugh. The moral or satire in the
prints, is harder to grasp since the prints seem to lack a coherence and an overall message or
ideology. All attempts to find a relation between the different works were not successful: a moral
sequence is unlikely, since the prints do not clearly represent a kind of sin and if one would assign
sins to the scenes, some are overrepresented. A possible satire on pictorial tradition would be
restricted only to familiar scenes like those of Bruegel while Van der Borcht introduces some
relatively unknown themes too, like the Water Tilting or Laundry. Then, there seems to be a friction
between the captions of the series - that mostly tell about the foolishness of the monkeys – and the
compositions and content of the images that earlier appeared in pictorial tradition and nowadays are
often interpreted as frailties of man. Only the German texts on a copied version of the series seem to
make the connection between the foolishness of monkeys and the foolishness of man (that is, the
whole world). Here we encounter the same problem as the prints by Bruegel: was the sixteenth
century print buyer able to read the moral message from the image rather than the text? But why
then, are these indifferent legends added?
To summarize, it can be said for sure that the prints do not contain a systematic moral and seem to
have different aims. While the prints may have been numbered, their coherence seems to be only
found in the fact that they represent monkeys in human activities. An overall moral or satirical
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message does not bind them together.
The combination of the seemingly not strongly related themes in the monkey prints makes it
plausible that the collection was made because of commercial success. The prints are a repeating
variation on the same theme, all with different aims, and therefore the relation between the works
seems to be based on the squeezing dry of a popular theme.
Still, the group of prints is special because of the many different ways in which Van der Borcht turned
the theme that was last depicted centuries ago, appealing to a sixteenth century public by relating
the monkey satires to well known prints after designs by Bruegel and other popular themes like
hunts or the new phenomena of news prints. With this approach he influenced his seventeenth
century followers as will be discussed in the next chapter.
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4 Modern Monkeys
In the introduction of this paper it was claimed that the monkey prints by Van der Borcht were of
great influence to the works with monkey satires that would follow. This remark will be validated in
this chapter. Before the works of Van der Borcht, monkeys were never depicted so detailed in
elaborate and extensive series of human actions and professions. Therefore the series forms a bridge
between the individual and small monkeys in human settings from medieval times and the detailed
paintings with monkeys in human settings that would follow in the seventeenth century and
remained popular in the eighteenth century.
First the reprints and copies that were made after Van der Borcht’s monkey series in the seventeenth
century will be discussed. Then, the continuation of the theme during the seventeenth and
eighteenth century will be treated. Lastly, the chapter will be enclosed with a paragraph on the
modern scientific discoveries in the field of the relation between monkey and man and the influence
of these findings on monkey satire in the arts of the nineteenth century.
How were the monkey prints by Van der Borcht reused in the seventeenth and eighteenth century?
What new forms of monkey satires were developed in these centuries? How did the view on the
relation between man and monkey change? What was the effect of these change of the appearance
of monkey satire in the arts?

Monkey Reprints, Copies and New Compositions
The popularity of Van der Borcht’s prints in general did not stop after the end of the booming
printing business in the sixteenth century: his genre works and monkeys prints were reprinted during
the seventeenth century, especially the plate of The Sleeping Peddler robbed by Monkeys. In the
seventeenth century it became part of the inventory of Cornelis van Tienen (1595/1600); a pupil of
Philips Galle .174 Colleague Martinus van den Ende (1605-1654/74), who was active from 1630 to
1654 was the third owner of the plate. Lastly, the plate would end up in the Northern Netherlands –
towards were print production had shifted during the seventeenth century – in the holdings of Claes
Jansz. Visscher (1586-1652) in Amsterdam.175 All three publishers reprinted the plate with their own
addresses added to the scene.176
The international success of the print (which was already indicated by the plural legends in the
original version), was also assured in the seventeenth century since Robert Pricke (ca. 1642-1708), an
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English publisher and translator, issued a copy in reverse of the Peddler Robbed by Monkeys around
1660-80 (fig. 91).177 Pricke is known to have had contact in Amsterdam with the Danckerts – an
important print family at the time – who supplied Pricke with prints. The print probably originated
from them.178
The copy by Pricke is subscribed with an extensive legend in English.
‘In a country wheare Apes great Plenty bee
A Pedler was a traveling with his ware
You need not long looke which is hee
Hee lyes along [full-length] his ga [gatt?, i.e. backside] is bare

And as hee slept the Apes gott to his pack
They make fine work among his toyes & glasses [perhaps 'spectacles']
They wonder at the sight of every knack
Which he had theare to please ye co[u]ntry lasses

One powers out the mony from his purs
Another Royster [roisterer] pisses in his shooes,
Another in his capp doth skitt [shit] that's worse
Yea each doe strive who should him most abuse
One blowes in's Nock [between his buttocks] supposing of him dead
While sum doe hange his trinkets in ye tree,
Another Ape is looking of [examining] his head
Another got a glase [mirror] his [own] face to see.’179
Since this text is much more narrative and descriptive than the short French inscription on the
original, it is much more like the German version. But it is unlikely that the German print has been
the base for this copy, since the English image is much more like the original one than the German
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print, which is of lesser quality.180 In France, Nicolas Langlois (dates unkown) made a copy in reverse
of Van der Borcht’s Monkey School. Here too an extensive text is added that makes a direct
connection to the deceiving of the monkeys and hypocrital man.181 Van der Borcht’s monkey prints
not only were copied but served as inspiration for artists to design new compositions on the themes.
An example is the print La Parade by Antoine Louis Mire (dates unknown), who chose to put his
monkeys in a playful setting, just like Van der Borcht did in a few of his works, but did not exactly
copy a particular one (fig. 92).182

Paintings and Wallpapers - Seventeenth Century and Eighteenth century
The number of reprints of the monkey series that are known may be relatively low, but since the
seventeenth century artists began to follow Van der Borcht’s monkey series in painting too, and in
this discipline the theme became quite popular. Instead of exact or reversed copies provided with
new legends, the painters adapted Van der Borcht’s ideas and reworked them to new scenes.
One of the first to do so was Frans Francken II (1578-1623). This artist from Antwerp painted a bunch
of monkey paintings that in subject often relate to the prints by Van der Borcht. The barber-surgeon,
for example, is depicted in a reduced version by Francken (fig. 93). Instead of a scene with only
monkeys, the customers this time are two helpless cats sitting in the barber-surgeon’s chair and
looking frightened for what is going to happen. In the back of the scene, a document is hung that
definitely points at the stupidity that the painter wanted to depict. It shows an owl, an animal that, in
spite of his relation to wisdom in ancient times, from the middle ages became linked to stupidity, as
for example shown in the Dutch term of abuse uilskuiken! (owlet!-dimwit!).183 It is not clear how the
cats became involved in the monkey satires. In books or emblems, they were never connected to the
same negative aspects that monkeys got assigned through the ages. The appearance of the cats on
the works of Francken and later in that of other masters, was never convincingly explained.
It is remarkable that next to the scenes that are comparable to those by Van der Borcht, monkeys
appear in new contexts and new ways in close fit to the developments in seventeenth century
Netherlandish art and almost always in a clear moralizing way. Francken placed a group of monkeys
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in a setting that reminds of a still-life (fig. 94). The combination of the tric-trac game, the wine and
the coins make clear that in this context the monkeys are definitely pointing at Vanitas. It is
interesting to compare the way Francken depicted these monkeys to the monkeys in his monkey
barber-surgeon piece. Unlike those monkey, who just like most of Van der Borcht’s figures stand
erect and wear human clothing, these monkeys are depicted naturally, sitting crouched around the
board, not at all human like.
The same ‘natural monkeys’ are found in a kitchen piece by David Teniers the Younger (1610-1690),
another seventeenth century painter who followed Van der Borcht in his monkey inventions (fig. 95).
In the somewhat empty kitchen space, the monkeys are grouping while eating or preparing food –
postures, gestures and habits no different from monkeys in their natural habit. Except from two
outsiders on a stool: a monkey on the right, who just seems to have finished his drink and places the
glass back on the table with a blissful face and half-closed eyes because of his drunkenness and on
the left of the scene the other crouched monkey with feathered hat that looks the beholder right in
the eye. The monkeys in this work relate better to the more natural works by Van Meckenem and
Bruegel than the humanlike animals by Van der Borcht (figs. 55 and 56). These same kind of monkeys
are depicted in a print series titled ‘Het apespel inde Werelt’ ‘The monkeygame of the world’ (six
pieces) that was made after designs by Teniers the Younger that allude to the folly in the world as
indicated by the frontispiece on which two dressed monkeys (the right wearing a fool’s hat) hold a
globe, in which dancing and music playing monkeys are captured (fig. 96). All the scenes show two
monkeys in an undefined setting sitting on the ground and preparing medication, playing cards,
eating oysters, etc (fig. 97, 98 and 99). Just like the kitchen scene of the artist; the monkeys do
human acts but look quite animal like. It is unclear whether the seventeenth century painters had a
reason to show the monkeys more natural in their works than Van der Borcht did, or whether these
naturalism is simply caused by the studies after nature that became gradually a steady element in art
education. Instead of the ‘unfinished’, indefinable empty scenes of the Meckenem monkeys, who
could have been made as a study, the monkeys by Teniers the Younger are depicted in a genre
setting. Figures enjoying a drink, smoke, game and music are depicted in many of his genre pieces
(fig. 100). Just like Van der Borcht’s works connect so well to temporary scenes like newsprints and
Bruegel’s compositions, these works connect to the popular pictorial fashion of the seventeenth
century.
The same difference is noticed in another kitchen scene by Francken, that is clearly based on the Fat
Kitchen that is originally by Bruegel and made into a monkey version by Van der Borcht (fig. 101). The
monkeys throw themselves on the food while they chase other hungry monkeys at the door away.
But, while the monkeys in Van der Borcht’s kitchen act like gluttonous men, these monkeys – while
wearing some pieces of human clothing – have their natural height and sit and act quite natural. Just
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like the Peddler’s hamper, the kitchen seems to be plundered by the animals.
Teniers too made monkey scenes that relate to Van der Borcht’s inventions. Often the monkeys wear
fancy clothing and do human businesses. A nice example is the Monkey Feast (fig. 102). The vanity of
the precious clothing worn by the feasting military monkeys and the fancy food they are eating is
summarized by the document hanging above the tent: the glasses, owl and candle above the motto
of the day: ‘Bon Vin Day’, points at a Dutch proverb, saying ‘Wat beaten kaers of bril, als den uijl niet
sien en wil.’ (What use are glasses and candle if an owl (fool) is not able to see).184
It is striking that the moral undertone, that seems not be explicitly emphasized in the monkey series
by Van der Borcht, is much more clearly present in the works by Teniers (and other seventeenth
century artists). Just like the monkeys depicted on documents in the seventeenth century paintings
of the tooth-puller mentioned in chapter three, symbolical animal codes are hidden in the
compositions to point at vanity and stupidity.
This may have something to do with the fact that at the beginning of the seventeenth century, the
meaning of the monkey in relation to man was recorded by Van Mander in the Wtlegginghe on the
meaning of animals in art in his Schilder-Boeck (1604). On the monkey, he writes: ‘The Monkey, or
‘simme’, means a naughty person. The monkey means the pretender, while the monkey hides his
deceiving, like the pretender hides his vices. Adding to this, the monkey only seems to be human, and
is an animal after all. The monkey also means indecency, since he is indecent, shows his naked
genitals to all, and does other indecent things in the view of others.185
Social status
It is remarkable that many of the monkeys in Teniers’ works are wearing clothes with expensive
details, worn by the elite. For example the monkeys on the feast wear hats with long, colorful
feathers, and expensive military jackets. The sales woman is wearing a (pearl?) necklace and a costly
dress with a fashionable ruff. But also in less festive scenes, the monkeys wear many colored
feathers, sashes and buntlines, which Teniers in his other paintings with human figures only depicts
on figures that are obviously from the upper middle class (fig. 103). Would Teniers be mocking the
higher classes? The question also arises whether Van der Borcht may have had a certain class in mind
when making his monkey compositions.
In the sixteenth century, the society developed next to the three classes of the medieval feudal
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system (clergy, nobility and peasants) a fourth mishmash class with a diversity of groups including
workers like weavers and cobblers, certain peasants and shepherds and sailors, soldiers and beggars,
all independent from a master from a higher class. Some professions could be divided in fortunate
and less fortunate practioners, like lawyers and doctors. 186 While the medieval feudal system was
changed, a sense of an hierarchic social structure was not disappeared. This is visible for example in
the Ständebuch by Jost Amman (1539-1591) that starts with showing professions of the highest rank
– all clergy positions -, then the profane rulers and lastly the common working class and beggars. The
remains of the feudal system is mocked by Francesco Petrarca (1304-1374) in his Von der Artzney
bayder Glück (the German version of De remediis utriusque fortunae), where he says that all blood is
equal, and therefore nobility should be gained by virtue.187 In the accompanying print, the
Ständebaum, the classification from the trunks of the tree to the top (peasants, workers and
merchants, secular and Christian rulers and finally the holy three kings that represent the grace of
God that gave the rulers their powers) is crowned by two virtuous farmers (fig. 104).188
Whether we find critiques on the remains of the feudal system or the cockiness of the rich in the
monkey prints though is not evident. Just like the scenery, the social status of the monkeys in the
print is not consistent. While they appear expensively dressed in the Merry Company Out of Doors,
they look poor in the Alchemist (figs. 1d and 1m). In most prints, the monkeys are dressed as well to
do citizens from the working class. The scenes therefore do not seem to mock a particular class. Van
der Borcht mostly seems to have chosen the costume that would suit the scene best, for example in
the Charlatan, in which the Quaker stands out easily from his customers from the working class and
peasants by his fancy costume that he bought from his ill-gotten money (fig. 1l). Adding to this, the
sequence of the scenes Van der Borcht has chosen do not mock business or occupations that are
related to a specific group. Apart from the hunting, which was a hobby of the higher classes, the
feasting and wearing of fancy clothes is something the (upper) common people would do as well.
And this is the same problem in the works of Teniers. While the painter depicted many monkeys
wearing fancy clothing, the scenes they are figuring in do often not relate to a specific elite social
group. Next to the feast scene, and another painting showing monkey and cat civic guards, most of
the scenes are connected to those of Van der Borcht: Teniers for example made a school, a tavern
and a group of smokers: no scenes where particularly members of higher society were spotted (fig.
105, 106 and 107). And thus, the paintings are not mocking hobbies and habits that could have been
regarded as opposing to the lower classes. Instead, Teniers could have used this particular fancy
clothing to emphasize the ridiculousness of the monkeys wearing clothes and behaving like human
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beings, as a continuation of the vanity tradition, that could be applied to the Laundry scene by Van
der Borcht (fig. 1k). Another explanation could be that the well-to-do too can be bad and vice,
irrespective of their social status. The emphasis on the equality of men is also found in the
contemporary memento mori and vanitas prints, or series that show the way to a blessed eternity, in
which it is frequently emphasized that to God, kings and peasants are equal. It is the virtue rather
than the possessions or position of man that counts in the end.
Adding to this, it is known that Teniers had the desire to belong to the elite himself. Since 1649, the
painter used a heraldic shield while he was not untitled to do so and probably requested a procedure
to become a nobleman in 1657: a desire that was probably strengthened during his stay at the
Brussels court.189 Therefore, it is not likely that he mocked just the group of people he had to be in
favor with, to let his wish be granted.
The mocking of vanity in a higher class is more evidently present in later works. The English etcher
John June (1740-70) uses monkeys to mock the fashion vogues of the prosperous at his time (fig.
108). ‘How fantastic is that Nation, Were ev’ry Coxcombe, aims at Fashion, They study to, distort
there shapes, tho th’are Humane, look like Apes’ the legend says that is written underneath the print
on which a monkey in the latest fashion offers his snuff box to an extravagantly chicly dressed
monkey lady.
The visual ridiculousness of the dressed monkey is even stronger by the contrast in a painting made
between the chic monkey who is standing next to a group of his congeners that only wear their
natural skin (fig. 109). One of the natural monkeys looking amazed at this creature softly touches the
sleeve of the civilized monkey who strikes a confident pose like others of his stature would do. The
painting was made by Sir Edwin Henry Landseer (1802-1873), a famous animal painter of his time,
based on a fable by John Gay (1685-1732). The story tells about a monkey that explored civilized
territory, was captured and during is captivation took over the civilized habits of man. The end of the
tale has a moral message that tells about the vanity of the monkey and the tricky vices. ‘ […] Studious
of every coxcomb’s airs, He drinks, games, dressed, whores and swears: O’erlooks with scom all
virtuous arts, for vice is fitted to this parts.’190

Considering the monkeys’ history as symbol for vanity and sin, the monkey was a profound means to
draw recent developments that were judged. The connection to vanity was already vaguely made in
the print by Van der Borcht showing the Laundry, but in that case the meaning is not certain. In the
following works from the seventeenth and eighteenth century, the mocking of the subject is much
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more clear. Jan Brueghel II (1601-1678) was (one of) the first artists who clearly responded to a
modern phenomena with a monkey satire with his Tulip Mania (fig. 110). In this painting, the
monkeys ridicule the lunacy surrounding the tulips that became more and more popular in his time.
The greediness and vanity of man is well illustrated by this lunacy around the flower that was
imported to the Netherlands at the end of the sixteenth century and caused a rage in the 1635. The
monkeys are determining the prices for the flowers, weighing the bulbs and counting money: the
wealth of the monkeys made by their flower business is shown by the abundant banquet on the
porch on the left. On the third of February in 1637, a rumors was spread that the value of the flowers
was plummeted, which caused a decline of the flower market and all of a sudden, the flowers were
worthless. This aspect too Francken depicted in his painting, shown by the monkey on the right who
weeps for losing all his money on tulips and the judge declaring him broke. Even fights and sudden
deaths were implications of the turn of the tulip market.191
Another craze is visualized by monkeys on the grotesque wallpapers in the salon of Louis Henri de
Bourbon-Condé (1692-1740) in the chateau de Chantilly.192 Totally conform the contemporary vogue
of chinoiserie, some of the monkeys are dressed in Chinese costume( Figs. 111, 112 and 113). In this
context however, the satire is better understood as a visual pun than a real satire on the fashion fad.
The well-to-do owner of the ‘monkey suite’ was probably humorously in keeping with the chinoiserie
than critically reacting on it. The murals are thought to have been done by Christophe Huet (17001759) in 1737, a pupil of Claude Gillot (1673-1722) who was probably the first to place the monkeys
in a grotesque setting. Gillot himself made several drawings figuring monkeys and he is thought to
have inspired his pupil Jean Antoine Watteau (1684-1721), who sporadically made some singeries
(figs. 114 and 115).193
Ape as Artist
As mentioned in the previous chapter, Ilsink remarked that the monkey as a symbol for the deceiving
realism of art may have already sporadically been used in the sixteenth century.194 The frequent
appearance of the monkey in this context occurred around the seventeenth century. On the
frontispiece of the Latin version of Joachim von Sandrart’s (1606-1688) treatise on the arts
‘Academiae Picturae Eruditae’ – designed by the writer himself – the monkey appears as one of the
attributes to the personification or muse of painting who teaches how to paint following the aspects
that the male figure on the right is pointing at on his plate (fig. 116).
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David Teniers the Younger was probably one of the first artists to paint a monkey painter (fig. 117).195
The monkey, working in his shop where more works are shown – without monkey figures – is being
watched by a connoisseur in fancy dress. As well the monkey artists as the monkey connoisseur start
to pop up in eighteenth century paintings, especially in France. In a painting by Jean Antoine
Watteau, sculpture is represented by a monkey artist cutting in stone (fig. 115). Most of the French
monkey artists are painters, like the one by Jean-Baptiste Deshays (1729-1765), studying a human
female model, or the monkey in officer’s costume by Alexandre-Gabriel Decamps (1803-1860) (fig.
118 and 119). The monkey connoisseurs are not only found as spectators in the painting monkeys as
seen in Teniers work, but also as collectors of antiques and arts (a fashionable hobby in the
eighteenth century) like Le Singe Antiquaire by Jean-Baptiste Siméon Chardin (1699-1779) (fig. 120).

Nineteenth century – Similar to simians
In the following century, a major discovery was done that seems to have had a enormous
repercussion on the image of the monkey in the arts. Since Vesalius’ discovery, other scholars found
information that emphasized the idea that man descended from monkeys and statements were done
that shocked Christian based society. Carolus Linnaeus (1707-1778), a Swedish doctor and zoölogist,
made a step in taxonomy with his Systema Natura (1758): a system on which the modern dividing of
living creatures is based. In this system Linnaeus placed man in the category of quadruples, more
specifically the group of apes.196 With this action man was not scheduled above nature, as always
thought, but all of a sudden became part of it.197 Linnaeus was aware of the theological resistance he
would receive on his system, but, he writes to Johann Friedrich Gmelin (1748-1804), he has to do so
whether he likes it or not, for the outcomes of his research do not find differences in monkeys and
man. ‘If someone could only tell me a single one!’198 he cries out. An anonymous French work that
shows a family tree of monkeys - probably a shocking painting at this time, when family trees were
still strongly related to nobility – made after 1766 was based on the ideas of the Earl of Buffon who,
following Linnaeus, tried to divide the monkeys in families and races (fig. 121).199
But the biggest shock the Christian world had to cope with was Charles Darwin’s (1809-1882)
revolutionary findings on the relation between monkeys and man. After the first publication of his
findings in his revolutionary The origin of species by means of natural selection, that was first printed
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in 1859, Darwin published another research that zoomed in specifically on the Descent of Man
(1871).200 In this work he tried to find, among other things, ‘whether man, like every other species, is
descended from some pre-existing form.’201 The similarity of development of man to other animals
like baboons or dogs, and the savage people he visited during his journey with the Beagle, that
Darwin saw as a previous version of the civilized man, convinced him that man was evolved from
monkeys. Darwin’s theory was one of the first to raise an international scholarly debate, since the
matter addressed all people in the world. And also beyond the scholarly world Darwin’s ideas had its
effect: the ideas began to enter popular culture. Darwin and his theory were food to caricaturists of
the time, who alluded on the revolutionary ideas in print. Especially after the publication of the
Descent of Man, Darwin often appeared as a caricature of an ape. Probably the most famous
example is an anonymous print in the Hornet Magazine of 1871 that shows a primate with Darwin’s
head, with the titled ‘A venerable Orang-Outang. A Contribution to Unnatural History’ (fig. 122).202
Darwin’s theories have certainly had its effect on art, especially on works by artists who were
interested in the works by the revolutionary researcher. Exemplary is the painting by the Austrian
painter Gabriel Max (1840-1915), who was a true Darwinist and aware of the newest developments
in the evolution research. In 1889, he painted The Apejury, in which monkeys appear as art critics as
never seen before (fig. 123). Instead of the satirical way the monkeys were dressed as members of
the elite in works earlier discussed, the bunch of monkeys in this painting are rendered accurate and
natural.203
In a sculpture by Hugo Rheinhold (1853-1900) made in 1892, the confusion that Darwin’s theories
caused is visually captured (fig. 124). A monkey is seated on a pile of books. He sits as a
contemplative scholar, looking at a skull in his right hand. One of the books reads ‘Darwin’, while
another opened one bears the biblical text ‘Eritis sictus Deus’, pointing to the fragment from Genesis
3:5., that says: ‘God knows your eyes will be opened when you eat that apple, you will be like the gods
and have knowledge of good and evil’. With his right foot, the monkey touches the page with a
compass: a traditional instrument to portray as a symbol for God as the creator of the world.204 In the
eighteenth century however, an instrument with a same shape, the Bertillon cephalometer was used
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in phrenology to measure the surface of the skull by means to say something of the capacity, defects
or oddities of the brain inside – a quite popular discipline in the early nineteenth century (fig. 125ab).
It is remarkable that in these works, while the monkeys are still mockeries of certain ideas, their
looks or habits are not rendered ridiculous but more natural than the monkeys in the singeries by
Van der Borcht and those of the seventeenth and eighteenth century. August Allebé’s (1838-1927) in
his aquarelle The Escaped Monkeys, does not mock the monkey but the popular singeries by dressing
two apes in familiar eighteenth century singerie clothing, while contemplating in a library at a book
showing comparative drawings on skulls of monkeys and man (fig. 126).205 Could man have, since
argument of their relation to apes became so solid at the time, finally encountered more respect for
the animal?

Because of the modern research, the singeries seem to have died a slow death. While in the
beginning of the century the satirical monkey still appears on prints and children’s games, he
gradually disappears in the second half of the century. But even in modern times, the satirical
monkey was able to amuse as indicated by a classic children’s book Caps for Sale: A Tale of a Peddler,
Some Monkeys and their Monkey Business, first published in 1938 and written by Esphyr Slobodkina.
The story tells about a Peddler who travels cities to sell caps that he wears on his head (fig. 127).
When he wakes after taking a rest underneath a tree, he finds out all his caps but one are gone. By
searching he finds out his hats are stolen by a bunch of monkeys in the tree (fig. 128). The peddler
stamps and screams he wants to have his hats back, but the monkeys only mimic the man’s behavior.
Finally the peddler thinks of a trick: he throws his own hat at the ground and all the monkeys imitate.
The peddler can gather his hats and travels the city again. In this story, a adapted version of the
Peddler robbed by monkeys lives forth.
Conclusion
During the seventeenth century, the plate with Van der Borcht’s Peddler robbed by Monkeys was
passed on from one publisher to another. It was frequently reprinted and even copied by engravers
abroad. These copies and reprints (including the ones with German captions) may have caused the
popularity of the monkey satire in human settings in seventeenth century painting. Especially
Franken II and Teniers the Younger made quite a number of monkey satires that are easily drawn
back to the works of Van der Borcht. In contrast to Van der Borcht’s prints, the moral of the
seventeenth century monkey pieces is strongly emphasized, by means of a monkey figure in a fool’s
dress or a document bearing an inscription pointing at foolishness or stupidity. Adding to this, in the
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seventeenth century paintings some of the monkey figures are rendered more naturally in behavior
and appearance than the human monkeys of Van der Borcht. The relation of the monkey to the arts,
that was only sporadically made in the sixteenth century, is much more depicted in the arts where
monkeys appear as artist or connoisseur. At the beginning of the following century, the singeries do
not lose in popularity and still are depicted in art works or children’s games. The epoch-making result
of Darwin’s research that concluded that man descends from monkeys in the middle of the century,
seems to have had an influence on the art works. Suddenly, the message of the singeries seems too
have been to denigratory for an animal that was more close to human now than ever before in
history. In modern monkey pieces the artists rather visualizes man’s inner struggle with these new
findings than drawing back on the pictorial tradition of monkey satire.
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Conclusion
Now the end of this study is reached, the statement by Janson mentioned at the beginning of this
thesis, that ‘the series constitutes an extraordinarily precise and comprehensive mirror of human
vanity and folly in terms of everyday life’, can be nuanced.
It has become clear that the collection of prints as a whole is not sending a cohesive and systematic
message to the viewer. The scenes seem to be only connected visually, because of the returning
monkey figures in human scenes and activities, but the content of the prints has no clear structure.
Therefore, it seems inaccurate to address the prints as a cohesive mirror of vanity and folly. But
elements are found in the individual prints. How can the monkey prints by Van der Borcht be
interpreted, as folly, a moral code or a satire on the pictorial tradition?
Several scenes can indeed be connected very well to sinful and disapproved habits or activities; the
vain monkey trying on a ruff in the Laundry, the feasting and drinking monkeys in the Merry
Company Out of Doors and the stupidity of the clients at the Charlatan’s stand. Others, like the
Nursery or Barber-surgeon, are harder to connect to condemned phenomena. Then, it is not sure
whether designs by Bruegel that inspired Van der Borcht for some of his works contain a certain
moral message. Lastly the legends added to the original prints remain vague when it comes to moral
lessons.
Rather, Van der Borcht seems to have compiled a collection of monkey variations on themes that
were popular in his days. The prints by Bruegel that influenced Van der Borcht were sought after and
the news prints introduced by Van der Borcht’s colleague Hogenberg had a wide circulation. But
some of his prints seem to have been relatively new and therefore the series as a whole does not
seem to reflect or satirize the sixteenth century print fashion.
What the prints does connect is their allude to folly. All the works are funny but all in a different way.
Three types of folly can be distinguished: First the themes that would remain humorous if you would
replace the monkeys for human figures, for example the prints after Bruegel, that have always had a
humorous element. Secondly, the themes that are only funny because they are depicted with
monkeys, for example the war scenes. Third and lastly, the themes of which their humorous content
is reinforced because of the monkey figures, for example the Laundry .
Thus, returning to the main question that is central in this thesis, it is evident that all prints contain a
form of humour or folly. The exact further intention of Van der Borcht and his both publishers of the
monkey scenes remains unclear. While some of the prints allude to a moral message and others
seem to be a pun on popular compositions at the end of the sixteenth century, the lack of coherence
of the series makes it hard to determine the aims. It is probable that Van der Borcht and Galle saw
the economical possibilities of the popular monkey prints and flogged the subject to death.
However, the prints should not be just regarded as a way of easy monkey making. As became clear in
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the first chapter, the monkey scenes are sometimes heavily inspired by works of Bruegel, but they
are original designs with an interesting twist, for example the little stall added in the Peddler Robbed
by Monkeys. And, as became clear in the second and fourth chapter, Van der Borcht enlivened a
pictorial tradition of monkeys in human activities that had ended in the middle ages. This he did by
reworking the theme as appealing to print buyers of his own time and in such an effective way that it
remained appealing to buyers and artists in the seventeenth century who worked further on the
elaborate scenes with monkeys in human activities as introduced by Van der Borcht and these would
remain popular until the nineteenth century.
Van der Borcht’s remarkable collection of monkey prints demonstrate that the extensive and diverse
oeuvre of the artist is worth more attention in art historical research. Although Van der Borcht can
not be counted to the giants of his time, he evidently was a remarkable and versatile artist,
sometimes renewing in his area, and certainly not merely an aper.
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Fig. 1a Peeter van der Borcht, Peddler Robbed by Monkeys undated, etching 23,8x29,8cm, Stedelijk
Prentenkabinet Museum Plantin-Moretus, Antwerp.

Fig. 1b Peeter van der Borcht, School of Monkeys undated, etching 23,8x29,8cm, Stedelijk Prentenkabinet
Museum Plantin-Moretus, Antwerp.

Fig. 1c Peeter van der Borcht, The Nursery undated, etching 22.5x29 cm, Département des estampes et des
photographies, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris.

Fig. 1d Peeter van der Borcht, Outdoor Games undated, etching 21,3x29,4 cm, Département des estampes
et des photographies, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris.

Fig. 1e Peeter van der Borcht, Dance in the Meadow undated, etching 22,0x28,9 cm, Prentenkabinet
Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam.

Fig. 1f Peeter van der Borcht, Merry Company Out of Doors undated, etching 20,4x28,8 cm, Prentenkabinet
Koninklijke Bibliotheek Albert I, Brussels.

Fig. 1g Peeter van der Borcht, Skating undated, etching 21,4x29,2cm, Prentenkabinet Rijksmuseum,
Amsterdam.

Fig. 1h Peeter van der Borcht, The Barber-Surgeon undated, etching 21,5x29,4 cm, Prentenkabinet
Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam.

Fig. 1i Peeter van der Borcht, Water Tilting undated, etching 21,8x29,3cm, Département des estampes et
des photographies, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris.

Fig. 1j Peeter van der Borcht, Water Sport undated, etching 21,6x29,3 cm, Prentenkabinet Koninklijke
Bibliotheek Albert I, Brussels.

Fig. 1k Peeter van der Borcht, The Laundry undated, etching 21,8x27,9 cm, Prentenkabinet Rijksmuseum,
Amsterdam.

Fig. 1l Peeter van der Borcht, The Charlatan undated, etching 20,1x28 cm, Prentenkabinet Rijksmuseum,
Amsterdam.

Fig. 1m Peeter van der Bocht, The Alchemist undated, etching 20,1x28 cm, Prentenkabinet Rijksmuseum,
Amsterdam.

Fig. 1n Peeter van der Borcht, Stag Hunting undated, etching 21,2x24,2cm, Prentenkabinet Koninklijke
Bibliotheek Albert I, Brussels.

Fig. 1o Peeter van der Borcht, The Fat Kitchen undated, etching 20,2x25,3cm, Prentenkabinet Koninklijke
Bibliotheek Albert I, Brussels.

Fig. 1p Peeter van der Borcht, The Thin Kitchen undated, etching 20,2x25,3cm, Prentenkabinet
Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam.

Fig. 1q Peeter van der Borcht, Siege of a City undated, etching 20,1x28,2cm, Département des estampes et
des photographies, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris.

Fig. 1r Peeter van der Borcht, Sea Battle undated, etching 22,2x28,4cm, Département des estampes et des
photographies, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris.

Legends
1.a
Fr.: When the merchant wants to take his sweet rest, the monkeys will put his merchandise up for sale.
1.b
Fr.: Monkeys who want to imitate man, are teachers in the finesses of ape-being
1.c
Lat.: You see in the nursery image in what way ape represents human habits.
Fr.: What monkeys see, they remember and want to improve, as here is known.
Nl.: Everything the monkey sees, she apes and remembers. Every animal follows the path that Nature makes
him strongest in.
1.d
Lat.: He takes pleasure in playing whatever game: the throwing disc, the hoop and juggling pretty balls by
hand.
Fr.: They also take joy in any game playing dice, playing with a ball, with the hoop, throwing javelins.
Nl.: They shoot at targets, play pall-mall, play fives, play with rings and run on skates.
1.e
Lat.: He enjoys surrendering himself to complicated dances and to move to the rhythm of the lovely lyre.
Fr.: The ball and the dancing pleases the monkeys very much. Like man does, they make a double round.
Nl.: Here too in their way they dance to rejoice, each one frolics, jumps and shows his courteousness.
1.f
Lat.: They place pleasant dishes on the displayed tables and drink Falernian wine in a mutual embrace.
Fr.: They mimic man in any way, they fight, drink a lot and enjoy a good meal.
Nl.: Everyone drinks, everyone pours, everyone gets in a rejoicing state, they sometimes take more than
they can take.
1.g
Lat.: And the cold ice sheets with its spinose plants instill no fear into him but he crosses the rivers with a
swift gait.
Fr.: They burn with desire to go on the ice with skates and sometimes they fall down on the spot.
Nl.: Everyone skims to his best, everyone wants to be the cock of the walk, and many greet the ice with
their small bottom.
1.h
Lat.: And they entrust their heads to be disposed of their bristle hairs and let the barber treat their hurt
limbs.
Fr.: At the barber they get shaven, and bled, and pulled teeth, and cleaned out when they’re sick.
Nl.: One bleeds, pulls teeth, and one shaves bears here. But I see that the barber doesn’t collect a lot of
money [gets rich].
1.i
Lat.: And together they fling the spears to the narrow hole: it doesn’t help: the tank pours out all the
enclosed water.
Fr.: They tilt at the ring in the streets and get so wet that the water pours off their bodies.
Nl.: Here they are pious in the field, here they joust against the tub, and get greeted thus that they ooze of
water.
1.j

Lat.: And they bring a shaky ship to the wild seas; they battle for victory, with the oar as judge.
Fr.: They provoke themselves on the water and hold tournaments on boats and galleys.
Nl.: Here they joust for the prize, everyone jousts without fear, and he who loses the fight will chase the
fishes.
1.k
Lat.: They also clean gloves and make ruffs with pure water and this is what the women do; they do their
jobs.
Fr.: They dry, rub, make stiff and make folds, they do like man.
Nl.: Here also that charming people the pretty monkey wives, cleaning the tubs and drying and starching
the laundry.
1.l
Lat.: And the impostor gives his trio of medicine to the miserable people, after the money is paid, and
cheering he does his best to sell these with pretty words.
Fr.: The charlatan boasts and sells his trio for every disease.
Nl.: This one sells an ointment good for all diseases, but he says it’s good because he does it all for profit.
1.m
Lat.: They distill curative potions from plants, and these serve as strength for the sick.
Fr.: They distill different herbs and brew potions to cure sickness and pain.
Nl.: They distill herbs and spices here, that are brought from far away, almost from barbarian lands.
1.n
Lat.: He knows just like a hound how to tighten a net for a running deer, and watches his brave dog in the
animal’s den.
Fr.: For recreation and to their advantage, they hunt wild animals on foot and on horseback.
Nl.: The monkey especially wants to hunt the deer, one animal will never bear the other.
1.o
Lat.: It is often that the belly is filled completely with sumptuous food. He refuses to pay the innkeeper his
dues.
Fr.: They let themselves be treated well and act nice. And for the bad news [the bill] want to beat the
innkeeper.
Nl.: Here they gorge to the best, and drink so much until they burst, and want to happily throw out the
innkeeper before their dues.
1.p
Lat.: Ever patiently as Genius [male procreator/semen/force], them who are as thin as barley recover
themselves: the host banishes the fleeing fat one.
Fr.: They drink, they eat and shit on everything that is given to them. And the skinny chases out the big fat
one.
Nl.: It’s all drinking and pouring here, let us carouse and eat, and the fat belly gets thrown out by the
lantern-jawed.
1.q
Lat.: Yes, truly, they rejoice in keeping the enemy off of the strong fortifications. And they start fighting with
competence.
Fr.: They climb and hit the walls, they think of plunder and destroy. And those sitting inside the city try to
stop them.
Nl.: It’s all commotion here, it’s about lives here, each one does his best to drive out the other.
1.r
Lat.: Why not rely on men of rank who plunge in unaccustomed slaughter and also secretly rejoice
overwhelming the hostile boats.

Fr.: They also wage war on the sea, and oppose each other with cannons and iron.
Nl.: It goes to evil here each one hurries to battle, when they rouse such lively people, then he has to shun
nobody.

Fig. 2 Pieter Bruegel the Elder, Peddler Robbed by Monkeys, engraving 22,7x29,5cm, 1562, Prentenkabinet
Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam.

Fig. 3 Peeter van der Borcht, Meat Market undated, etching 22,3x27,6cm, Stedelijk Prentenkabinet Museum
Plantin-Moretus, Antwerp.

Figs. 4a-e Anonymous, Peddler Robbed by Monkeys in Smithfield Decretals ca. 1335 (MS Roy 10.EIV fol
149r/v, 150 r/v, 151r.) British Library, London.

Figs. 5a-d Anonymous (Flemish), ‘Monkey cup’ ca. 1425/50, silver, silver gilt and painted enamel 20x11,7cm,
The Cloisters, Metropolitan Museum, New York.

Figs. 6-7 Anonymous (Florentin), Peddler Robbed by Monkeys ca. 1470/90, engravings sizes unknown,
Topkapi Serai Museum, Istanbul.

Fig. 8 Erhard Schön, Four Effects of Wine 1528, woodcut sizes unknown, Germanisches Nationalmuseum,
Nuremberg.

Fig. 9 Anonymous (Swabian), Peddler Robbed by Monkeys ca. 1480/90, sizes unknown, Schlossmuseum,
Gotha.

Fig. 10 Hans Herbst, ‘Holbeintisch’ 1515, oil on panel 102,3x138,2cm, Schweizerisches Nationalmuseum,
Zürich.

Fig. 11 Herri met de Bles, Peddler Robbed by Monkeys ca. 1550, oil on panel 59,9x85,5cm, Gemäldegalerie
Alte Meister, Staatliche Kunstsammlungen Dresden.

Fig. 12 Pieter van der Heyden after Pieter Bruegel the Elder, Peddler Robbed by Monkeys 1562, engraving
sizes unknown, place unknown.

Fig. 13 Frans Huys after Pieter Bruegel, Skating before the St. George's Gate Antwerp ca. 1558, engraving
23,1x29,3cm, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.

Fig. 14 Pieter van der Heyden after Pieter Bruegel the Elder, The Thin Kitchen 1563, engraving 22,4x29,1cm,
Département des estampes et des photographies Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris.

Fig. 15 Pieter van der Heyden after Pieter Bruegel the Elder, The Fat Kitchen 1563, engraving 22,4x29,5cm,
Département des estampes et des photographies Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris.

Fig. 16 Philips Galle after Pieter Bruegel the Elder, The Alchemist undated, engraving 33,7x44,5cm,
Ashmolean Museum, Oxford.

Fig. 17 Pieter van der Heyden after Pieter Bruegel the Elder, The Ass at School 1557, engraving 23,6x30,3cm,
National Gallery of Art, Washington.

Fig. 18 Robert de Borron, L'Histoire du graal, Picard late thirteenth century, Bibliothèque Nationale, Paris,
MS. fr. 95.

Fig. 19 Joannes and Lucas van Doetecum after Pieter Bruegel the Elder, Kermis of Saint George ca. 1559,
etching with engraving, 33,2x52,3cm, Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam.

Fig. 20 Frans Hogenberg after Pieter Bruegel the Elder, Kermis at Hoboken ca. 1559, etching with engraving
29,8x40,8cm, Mr. and Mrs. Julian I. Edison.

Fig. 21 Peeter van der Borcht, St. Sebastian's Fair undated, etching 22,2x30,3cm, Stedelijk Prentenkabinet
Museum Plantin-Moretus, Antwerp.

Fig. 22 Peeter van der Borcht, Wedding Feast undated, etching 22,2x29,5cm, Stedelijk Prentenkabinet
Museum Plantin-Moretus, Antwerp.

Fig. 23 Peeter van der Borcht, Laborious Peasant undated, etching 22,5x29,5cm, Stedelijk Prentenkabinet
Museum Plantin-Moretus, Antwerp.

Fig. 24 a-b Sebald Beham, Large Kermis 1535, woodcut 35,5x114,2 cm, The British Museum, London.

Fig. 25 Peeter van der Borcht, Peasant Fair 1559, etchings and engraving 29,8x47,7cm, Prentenkabinet
Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam.
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mpages=10&orig=%2fresearch%2fsearch_the_collection_database.aspx&currentPage=1.
Fig. 33 Greek or Coptic , Terracota Kantharos mid. 6th Century B.C, height 14,6 cm, Metropolitan
Museum of Art, New York.
http://www.metmuseum.org/works_of_art/collection_database/all/terracotta_kantharos_drinking_
cup_with_high_vertical/objectview.aspx?page=1&sort=6&sortdir=asc&keyword=monkey
kantharos&fp=1&dd1=0&dd2=0&vw=1&collID=0&OID=130000420&vT=1&hi=0&ov=0.
Fig. 34 Rhodes (?), Monkey Perfume-bottle 6th century B.C., height 9,5 cm, The British Museum,
London.
http://www.britishmuseum.org/research/search_the_collection_database/search_object_details.as
px?objectid=400339&partid=1&searchText=rhodes+monkey&fromADBC=ad&toADBC=ad&numpages
=10&orig=%2fresearch%2fsearch_the_collection_database.aspx&currentPage=1.
Fig. 35 Margin illustration from Anonymous, Rothschild Canticles, Flanders or the Rhinelands
fourteenth century, Beinecke Library, New Haven.
H.W. Janson, Ape and Apelore in the Middle Ages and the Renaissance, plate XXIX.
Fig. 36 Book illustration from unknown author, Horae beatissimae Virginis Mariae, Antwerp 1570.
Friedrich Wilhelm Heinrich Hollstein (Hans Mielke, Ursula Mielke en Ger Luijten (ed.), Peeter van der
Borcht, The New Hollstein Dutch and Flemish etchings, engravings and woodcuts 1450-1700, 7
volumes, Oudekerk aan de IJssel 2009, vol. 2, p. 193.
Fig. 37 The Hausbuch-master, Savage on a unicorn ca. 1475, Dry point 92x84 cm.
J.P. Filedt Kok (ed.), Tent. Cat. ’s Levens Felheid. De Meester van het Amsterdamse kabinet of de
Hausbuch-meester ca. 1470-1500, Amsterdam 1985, p. 144.

Fig. 38 Margin illustration by Jehan de Grise from Romance of Alexander, Bruges 1338-1344, Bodleian
Library, Oxford.
Lilian M.C. randall, Images in the Margins of Gothic Manuscripts, Berkely 1966, nr. 356.
Fig. 39 Peeter van der Borcht (design), Topsy-Turvy World undated, etching 22,5x29,8 cm,
Département des estampes et des photographies Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris.
Friedrich Wilhelm Heinrich Hollstein (Hans Mielke, Ursula Mielke en Ger Luijten (ed.), Peeter van der
Borcht, The New Hollstein Dutch and Flemish etchings, engravings and woodcuts 1450-1700, 7
volumes, Oudekerk aan de IJssel 2009, p. 236.
Fig. 40 Margin illustration by unknown artist from Anonymous, Gorleston Psalter' East Anglian ca.
1310-1325, British Museum.
Lilian M.C. Randall, Images in the Margins of Gothic Manuscripts, Berkely 1966, nr. 50.
Fig. 41 Margin illustration by Jehan de Grise from Romance of Alexander, Bruges 1338-1344, Bodleian
Library Oxford.
Philippe Ménard, ‘Les illustrations marginales du Roman d’Alexandre (Oxford, Bodleian Library,
Bodley 264)’, Hermant Braet, Guido Latré and Werner Verbeke (ed.), Risus Mediaevalis. Laughter in
Medieval Literature and Art, Leuven 2003, p. 117.
Fig. 42 Margin illustration from B.N. fr. 25526 ff, Cliché Bibliothèque nationale de France, Paris.
Herman Braet, ‘Entre folie et raison. Les drôleries du ms. B.N., fr. 25526’, Hermant Braet, Guido Latré
and Werner Verbeke (ed.), Risus Mediaevalis. Laughter in Medieval Literature and Art, Leuven 2003,
p. 68.
Fig. 43 Book illustration designed and etched by Peeter van der Borcht from Joannes Sambucus,
Icones veterum aliquot, ac recentium medicorum philosophoromque elogiolis suis editae, Antwerpen
1574.
Joannes Sambucus (Max Rooses), Icones veterum aliquot, ac recentium medicorum
philosophoromque elogiolis suis editae, Antwerpen 1901.
Fig. 44 Book illustration designed and etched by Peeter van der Borcht from Joannes Sambucus,
Icones veterum aliquot, ac recentium medicorum philosophoromque elogiolis suis editae, Antwerpen
1574.
Joannes Sambucus (Max Rooses), Icones veterum aliquot, ac recentium medicorum
philosophoromque elogiolis suis editae, Antwerpen 1901.
Fig. 45 Book illustration designed and etched by Peeter van der Borcht from Joannes Sambucus,
Icones veterum aliquot, ac recentium medicorum philosophoromque elogiolis suis editae, Antwerpen
1574.
Joannes Sambucus (Max Rooses), Icones veterum aliquot, ac recentium medicorum
philosophoromque elogiolis suis editae, Antwerpen 1901.
Fig. 46 School of the Master of the Playing Cards, Dame Folly ca. 1450, engraving sizes unknown,
place unknown.
H.W. Janson, Ape and Apelore in the Middle Ages and the Renaissance, London 1952, plate XXXVI.
Fig. 47 Unknown engraver after Israel van Meckenem, Vanitas mid-16th century, engraving sizes
unknown, place unknown.
H.W. Janson, Ape and Apelore in the Middle Ages and the Renaissance, London 1952, p. 215.
Fig. 48 unknown German artist, Amorous Couple ca. 1480, woodcut sizes unknown, place unknown.

H.W. Janson, Ape and Apelore in the Middle Ages and the Renaissance, London 1952, p. 263.
Fig. 49 Title page from Andreas Vesalius, De humani corporis fabrica libri septem, Bazel 1543.
http://www.arts.kuleuven.be/transparant/module1_document5a.html.
Fig. 50 Antonio Pisanello, Sketches of monkeys and a male figure undated, pen and brown ink,
259x182 cm, Louvre, Paris.
Paola Marini, Exh. Cat. Pisanello, Milan 1996, p. 321.
Fig. 51 Albrecht Dürer, Madonna with the monkey ca. 1498, 18,9x12,2 cm, place unknown.
Matthijs Ilsink, Boch en Bruegel als Bosch. Kunst over kunst bij Pieter Bruegel (ca. 1528-1569) en
Jheronimus Bosch (ca. 1450-1516), Nijmegen 2009, p. 138.
Fig. 52 Albrecht Dürer, woodcut from Sebastian Brant, Dass Narrenschyff ad Narragoniam, Bazel
1494.
Sebastian Brant (Manfred Lemmer), Das Narrenschyff, Tübingen 1986 (orig. 1494), p.328
Fig. 53 Albrecht Dürer, Sheet of studies with sketches of animals and landscapes 1521, pen and black
ink with colored washes, 26,4x39,7 cm, Sterling and Francine Clark Art Institute, Williamstown.
Steven Kern, Cat. The Clark. Selections from the Sterling and Francine Clark Art Institute, New York
1996, p. 153.
Fig. 54 Albrecht Dürer, Twelve Monkeys in a circle 1523, pen and ink sizes unknown, Kunstmuseum,
Basel.
Colin Eisler, Dürer’s Animals, Washington 1991, p. 263.
Fig. 55 Pieter Bruegel, Two monkeys 1562, oil on panel 20x23 cm, Gemäldegalerie Berlin.
Matthijs Ilsink, Boch en Bruegel als Bosch. Kunst over kunst bij Pieter Bruegel (ca. 1528-1569) en
Jheronimus Bosch (ca. 1450-1516), Nijmegen 2009, p. 135.
Fig. 56 Israhel van Meckenem, Two sheets with monkeys ca. 1500, engraving 16,9x11,3 and 17,1x11,3
cm, place unknown.
Matthijs Ilsink, Boch en Bruegel als Bosch. Kunst over kunst bij Pieter Bruegel (ca. 1528-1569) en
Jheronimus Bosch (ca. 1450-1516), Nijmegen 2009, p. 141.
Fig. 57 Detail of Peeter van der Borcht, The Barber-Surgeon.
Friedrich Wilhelm Heinrich Hollstein (Hans Mielke, Ursula Mielke en Ger Luijten (ed.), Peeter van der
Borcht, The New Hollstein Dutch and Flemish etchings, engravings and woodcuts 1450-1700, 7
volumes, Oudekerk aan de IJssel 2009, p. 220.
Fig. 58 Detail of Peeter van der Borcht, The Nursery.
Friedrich Wilhelm Heinrich Hollstein (Hans Mielke, Ursula Mielke en Ger Luijten (ed.), Peeter van der
Borcht, The New Hollstein Dutch and Flemish etchings, engravings and woodcuts 1450-1700, 7
volumes, Oudekerk aan de IJssel 2009, p. 210.
Fig. 59 Detail of Peeter van der Borcht, The Laundry.
Friedrich Wilhelm Heinrich Hollstein (Hans Mielke, Ursula Mielke en Ger Luijten (ed.), Peeter van der
Borcht, The New Hollstein Dutch and Flemish etchings, engravings and woodcuts 1450-1700, 7
volumes, Oudekerk aan de IJssel 2009, p. 203.
Fig. 60 Peeter van der Borcht?, Monkeys and dog undated, drawing sizes unknown, Berlin.
Friedrich Wilhelm Heinrich Hollstein (Hans Mielke, Ursula Mielke en Ger Luijten (ed.), Peeter van der

Borcht, The New Hollstein Dutch and Flemish etchings, engravings and woodcuts 1450-1700, 7
volumes, Oudekerk aan de IJssel 2009, p. xxv.
Fig. 61 Peeter van der Borcht, scene from Genesis, etching from Hendrik Jansen van Barrefelt,
Imagines et figurae bibliorum, Antwerp 1592.
Friedrich Wilhelm Heinrich Hollstein (Hans Mielke, Ursula Mielke en Ger Luijten (ed.), Peeter van der
Borcht, The New Hollstein Dutch and Flemish etchings, engravings and woodcuts 1450-1700, 7
volumes, Oudekerk aan de IJssel 2009, vol. 3, p. 3.
Fig. 62 Philips Galle, Man is born naked (first from six engravings on the Misery of Human Life) 1563,
engraving 18,6x24,2 cm, Stedelijk Prentenkabinet Museum Plantin-Moretus, Antwerp.
Friedrich Wilhelm Heinrich Hollstein (Hans Mielke, Ursula Mielke en Ger Luijten (ed.), Philips Galle,
The New Hollstein Dutch and Flemish etchings, engravings and woodcuts 1450-1700, 7 volumes,
Oudekerk aan de IJssel 2009, p. 233.
Fig. 63 Johannes Stradanus, Monkey Hunt (one of forty-three) ca. 1578-80, engraving 20,5x28,3cm,
Département des estampes et des photographies Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris.
Friedrich Wilhelm Heinrich Hollstein (Hans Mielke, Ursula Mielke en Ger Luijten (ed.), Johannes
Stradanus, The New Hollstein Dutch and Flemish etchings, engravings and woodcuts 1450-1700, 7
volumes, Oudekerk aan de IJssel 2009, vol. 3, p. 162.
Fig. 64 Johannes Stradanus, Monkey Hunt (one of sixty-one) ca. 1596, engraving 19,8x25,6 cm,
Friedrich Wilhelm Heinrich Hollstein (Hans Mielke, Ursula Mielke en Ger Luijten (ed.), Johannes
Stradanus, The New Hollstein Dutch and Flemish etchings, engravings and woodcuts 1450-1700, 7
volumes, Oudekerk aan de IJssel 2009, vol. 3, p. 188.
Fig. 65 Peeter van der Borcht, The Nursery (copy) undated, engraving 22.7x27.6cm, The Metropolitan
Museum of Art, New York.
Friedrich Wilhelm Heinrich Hollstein (Hans Mielke, Ursula Mielke en Ger Luijten (ed.), Peeter van der
Borcht, The New Hollstein Dutch and Flemish etchings, engravings and woodcuts 1450-1700,
Oudekerk aan de IJssel 2009, p. 211.
Fig. 66 Peeter van der Borcht, The Company Out of Doors (copy), engraving 21,6x28cm, The
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.
Friedrich Wilhelm Heinrich Hollstein (Hans Mielke, Ursula Mielke en Ger Luijten (ed.), Peeter van der
Borcht, The New Hollstein Dutch and Flemish etchings, engravings and woodcuts 1450-1700,
Oudekerk aan de IJssel 2009, p. 217.
Fig. 67 Spanish fashion at the end of the sixteenth century.
Marianne Conrads-De Bruin, Elseviers Kostuumgids, Amsterdam 1985, p. 43.
Fig. 68 Gerard Dou, The Charlatan, oil on panel 1652, 112,4x83,4cm, Museum Boijmans van
Beuningen, Rotterdam.
http://collectie.boijmans.nl/nl/work/St%204.
Fig. 69 Hans Weiditz, The 'Quacker' ca. 1522. sizes unknown, place unknown.
Kitti Jurina, Vom Quacksalber zum Doctor Medicinae. Die Heilkunde in der Deutschen Graphik des 16.
Jahrhunderts, Cologne 1985, p. 283.
Fig. 70 Pieter Bruegel the Elder, Children's Games 1560, oil on panel 118x161cm, Kunsthistorisches
Museum, Vienna.

http://bilddatenbank.khm.at/viewArtefact?id=321.
Fig 71. Ludo Kuipers, Tobbesteken, 18 augustus 1979, Hoorn-Terschelling.
http://www.worldpics.com.au/Friesland/folklore/slides/1979081808.html.
Fig. 72 The Netherlands (Northern?), Water tournament, silverpoint on paper ca. 1510, 200x265cm,
Staatliche Kunstsammlungen, Dresden.
Thomas Ketelsen and Uta Neidhardt, Exh. Cat. Oud-Nederlandse meesterwerken uit de Staatliche
Kunstsammlungen Dresden, Van Eyck tot Bosch, Groeningemuseum Brugge 2006, p. 163.
Fig. 73 Unknown artist, Hares besieging a castle, minature from Metz Pontifical, for Reynaud de Bar,
MS. 298, Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge.
Lilian M.C. Randall, Images in the Margins of Gothic Manuscripts, Berkely 1966, nr. 354.
Fig. 74 Frans Hogenberg, Ludwig van Nassau Lieving Bergen (Mons) 6 september 1572, etching 21x29
cm, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.
Friedrich Wilhelm Heinrich Hollstein (Ursula Mielke, Ger Luijten (ed.)), Frans Hogenberg, The New
Hollstein Dutch and Flemish etchings, engravings and woodcuts 1450-1700, 2 volumes, Ouderkerk
aan den Ijssel 2009, vol. 2, p. 84.
Fig. 75 Frans Hogenberg, Castle Loevestein taken by Herman de Ruiter december 1570 (exc. 1571),
etching 21x29 cm, Stedelijk Prentenkabinet Museum Plantin-Moretus, Stedelijk Prentenkabinet
Museum Plantin-Moretus, Antwerp.
Friedrich Wilhelm Heinrich Hollstein (Ursula Mielke, Ger Luijten (ed.)), Frans Hogenberg, The New
Hollstein Dutch and Flemish etchings, engravings and woodcuts 1450-1700, 2 volumes, Ouderkerk
aan den Ijssel 2009, vol. 2, p. 79.
Fig. 76 Frans Hogenberg, The army of Nassau near Dalen defeated 22 july1568, etching 21x29 cm,
Stedelijk Prentenkabinet Museum Plantin-Moretus, Stedelijk Prentenkabinet Museum PlantinMoretus, Antwerp.
Friedrich Wilhelm Heinrich Hollstein (Ursula Mielke, Ger Luijten (ed.)), Frans Hogenberg, The New
Hollstein Dutch and Flemish etchings, engravings and woodcuts 1450-1700, 2 volumes, Ouderkerk
aan den Ijssel 2009, vol. 2, p. 69.
Fig. 77 Margin illustration Desiderius Erasmus, Praise of Folly, Basel 1515, fol. 35 verso, Nr. 24
Kupferstichkabinett, Basel.
Lucas Heinrich Wüttrich, Der sogenannte ‘Holbein-Tisch’, Geschichte und Inhalt der bemalten
Tischplatte des Basler Malers Hans Herbst von 1515, Zürich 1990, p. 189.
Fig. 78 Fool-doctor in Sebastian Brant, Das Narrenschiff, Augsburg ca. 1495.
Kitti Jurina, Vom Quacksalber zum doctor medicinae. Die Heilkunde in der deutschen Graphik des 16.
Jahrhunderts, Cologne 1985, p. 288.
Fig. 79 Remigius Hogenberg, Wedding Feast of Fools undated, etching 33,2x25,2cm, Stedelijk
Prentenkabinet Museum Plantin-Moretus, Antwerp.
Friedrich Wilhelm Heinrich Hollstein (Hans Mielke, Ursula Mielke en Ger Luijten (ed.), Frans &
Remigius Hogenberg, The New Hollstein Dutch and Flemish etchings, engravings and woodcuts 14501700, Oudekerk aan de IJssel 2009, p. 25.
Fig. 80 Frans Hogenberg, The Dance of Fools (men), etching and engraving 1560-70, 32,3x52,2cm,
Stedelijk Prentenkabinet Museum Plantin-Moretus, Antwerp.
Friedrich Wilhelm Heinrich Hollstein (Hans Mielke, Ursula Mielke en Ger Luijten (ed.), Frans &

Remigius Hogenberg, The New Hollstein Dutch and Flemish etchings, engravings and woodcuts 14501700, Oudekerk aan de IJssel 2009, p. 125.
Fig. 81 Frans Hogenberg, The Dance of Fools (women), etching and engraving 1560-70, 35,2x50,6cm,
Stedelijk Prentenkabinet Museum Plantin-Moretus, Antwerp.
Friedrich Wilhelm Heinrich Hollstein (Hans Mielke, Ursula Mielke en Ger Luijten (ed.), Frans &
Remigius Hogenberg, The New Hollstein Dutch and Flemish etchings, engravings and woodcuts 14501700, Oudekerk aan de IJssel 2009, p. 126.
Fig. 82 Woodcut by Peeter van der Borcht in Frans Vervoort, Des vyants net der booser wercken […],
Antwerpen 1556.
Friedrich Wilhelm Heinrich Hollstein (Hans Mielke, Ursula Mielke en Ger Luijten (ed.), Peeter van der
Borcht, The New Hollstein Dutch and Flemish etchings, engravings and woodcuts 1450-1700,
Oudekerk aan de IJssel, deel 3, 2009, p. 234.
Fig 83 Hans von Kulmbach, Morris Dance ca. 1510, drawing sizes unknown, Kupferstich-Kabinett,
Dresden.
Johanna Müller-Meiningen, Die Moriskentänzer und andere Arbeiten des Erasmus Grasser für das
Alte Rathaus in München, Regensburg 1998, p. 42.
Fig. 84 Erhard Schön, Morris Dance 1542, drawing sizes unknown, Fürstliche Fürstenbergische
Sammlung, Donaueschingen.
Johanna Müller-Meiningen, Die Moriskentänzer und andere Arbeiten des Erasmus Grasser für das
Alte Rathaus in München, Regensburg 1998, p. 41.
Fig. 85 Niklas Türing the Elder, relief from Goldenen Dachl ca. 1500, sandstone Tiroler Landesmuseum
Ferdinandeum, Innsbruck.
Johanna Müller-Meiningen, Die Moriskentänzer und andere Arbeiten des Erasmus Grasser für das
Alte Rathaus in München, Regensburg 1998, p. 57.
Fig. 86 Pieter Bruegel the Elder, The Festival of Fools after 1570, 32,5x43,7cm, The Metropolitan
Museum of Art, New York.
Nadine M. Orenstein (ed.), Exh. Cat. Pieter Bruegel the Elder. Drawings and Prints, New York 2001,p.
251.
Fig. 87 Folly in Cesare Ripa, Iconologia or Moral Emblems by Cesar Ripa, London 1709, nr. 238.
Cesare Ripa, Iconologia or Moral Emblems by Cesar Ripa, London 1709, nr. 159.
Fig. 88 Niccolò Boldrini, Laocoon-parody ca. 1545-50, woodcut 27,1x40,3cm, place unknown.
Matthijs Ilsink, Bosch en Bruegel als Bosch. Kunst over kunst bij Pieter Bruegel (ca. 1528-1569) en
Jheronimus Bosch (ca. 1450-1516), Edam 2009, p. 194.
Fig. 89 Valerio Cioli, Bacchino 1561-4, marble sizes unknown, Stanzonaccio, Florence.}
http://expo.khi.fi.it/gallery/sculptures-from-the-boboli-gardens/the-dwarf-morgante-riding-atortoise/view?set_language=en.
Fig. 90 Unkown artist, Marcus Aurelius ca. 176 BC., bronze sizes unknown, Musei Capitolini, Rome.
http://www.bluffton.edu/~sullivanm/italy/rome/marcusaurelius/marcusaurelius.html.
Fig. 91 Robert Pricke after Peeter van der Borcht, Peddler robbed by Monkeys 1660-80, etching and
engraving 26,6x31 cm, The British Museum, London.
http://www.britishmuseum.org/research/search_the_collection_database/search_object_details.as

px?objectid=1336698&partid=1&searchText=peddler+robbed+by+monkeys&fromADBC=ad&toADBC
=ad&numpages=10&orig=%2fresearch%2fsearch_the_collection_database.aspx&currentPage=1.
Fig. 92 Antoine Louis Le Mire, La Parade date unknown, etching and engraving sizes unknown,
Bilbliothèque Nationale, Paris.
Bertrand Marret, Portraits de l’artiste en singe. Les Singeries dans la peinture, Paris 2001, p. 50.
Fig. 93 Fig. 3 Frans Francken II (?), Barber-Surgeon date unknown, copper 16,5x22,5 cm, Staatliches
Museum, Schwerin.
Ursula Alice Härting, Frans Francken der Jüngere (1581-1642). Die Gemälde mit kritischem
Oeuvrekatalog, Freren 1989, p. 81.
Fig. 94 Frans Francken II, Monkeys playing tric-trac ca. 1605, copper 18x22,7 cm, Staatliches
Museum, Schwerin.
Ursula Alice Härting, Frans Francken der Jüngere (1581-1642). Die Gemälde mit kritischem
Oeuvrekatalog, Freren 1989, p. 72.
Fig. 95 David Teniers the Younger, Monkeys in a kitchen ca. 1640, oil on canvas 36x50,5 cm,
Hermitage Museum, Saint Petersburg.
http://www.hermitagemuseum.org/fcgibin/db2www/descrPage.mac/descrPage?selLang=English&indexClass=PICTURE_EN&PID=GJ568&numView=1&ID_NUM=5&thumbFile=%2Ftmplobs%2FUJS_23VBC_40A_23YC9RIP6.jpg&embVie
wVer=last&comeFrom=quick&sorting=no&thumbId=6&numResults=43&tmCond=teniers&searchInd
ex=TAGFILEN&author=Teniers%2C%26%2332%3BDavid%2C%26%2332%3BII.
Fig. 96 Coryn Boel after David Teniers the Younger, Titlepage series Het apespel inde Werelt 1635-68,
etching 10,8x14,1 cm, The British Museum, London.
http://www.britishmuseum.org/research/search_the_collection_database/search_object_details.as
px?objectid=3057358&partid=1&searchText=teniers+monkey&fromADBC=ad&toADBC=ad&numpag
es=10&orig=%2fresearch%2fsearch_the_collection_database.aspx&currentPage=1.
Fig. 97 Coryn Boel after David Teniers the Younger, print (1/6) series Het apespel inde Werelt 163568, etching 10,6x14,2 cm, The British Museum, London.
http://www.britishmuseum.org/research/search_the_collection_database/search_object_details.as
px?objectid=3057359&partid=1&searchText=teniers+monkey&fromADBC=ad&toADBC=ad&numpag
es=10&orig=%2fresearch%2fsearch_the_collection_database.aspx&currentPage=1.
Fig. 98 Coryn Boel after David Teniers the Younger, print (1/6) series Het apespel inde Werelt 163568, etching 9,8x14,3 cm, The British Museum, London.
http://www.britishmuseum.org/research/search_the_collection_database/search_object_details.as
px?objectid=3057775&partid=1&searchText=teniers+monkey&fromADBC=ad&toADBC=ad&numpag
es=10&orig=%2fresearch%2fsearch_the_collection_database.aspx&currentPage=1.
Fig. 99 Coryn Boel after David Teniers the Younger, print (1/6) series Het apespel inde Werelt 163568, etching 10,4x14,6 cm, The British Museum, London.
http://www.britishmuseum.org/research/search_the_collection_database/search_object_details.as
px?objectid=3057783&partid=1&searchText=teniers+monkey&fromADBC=ad&toADBC=ad&numpag
es=10&orig=%2fresearch%2fsearch_the_collection_database.aspx&currentPage=2.
Fig. 100 David Teniers the Younger, Card players, ca. 1648/50, oil on wood 52,7x76,2 cm, Tyne &
Wear Museum, Gateshead.
Margret Klinge and Dietmar Lüdke, Exh. cat. David Teniers der Jüngere 1610-1690. Alltag and

Vergnügen in Flandern, Karlsruhe 2005, p. 53.
Fig. 101 Frans Francken II, The Monkey Kitchen ca. 1605-10, panel 46x67 cm, Private collection,
Mainz.
Ursula Alice Härting, Frans Francken der Jüngere (1581-1642). Die Gemälde mit kritischem
Oeuvrekatalog, Freren 1989, p. 342.
Fig. 102 David Teniers the Younger, Monkey Feast 1633, oil on copper, 33x41,5 cm, Private collection,
Place unknown.
Margret Klinge and Dietmar Lüdke, Exh. cat. David Teniers der Jüngere 1610-1690. Alltag and
Vergnügen in Flandern, Karlsruhe 2005, p. 91.
Fig. 103 David Teniers the Younger, Guards with the freeing of Saint Peter ca. 1645/47, oil on wood
55,2x75,9 cm, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.
Margret Klinge and Dietmar Lüdke, Exh. cat. David Teniers der Jüngere 1610-1690. Alltag and
Vergnügen in Flandern, Karlsruhe 2005, p. 171.
Fig. 104 The Petrarca-master, Ständebaum in Francesco Petrarca, Von der Artzney beyder Glück,
Nürnberg 1532.
Georg Piltz, Geschichte der europaïsche Karikatur, Berlin 1976, p. 33.
Fig. 105 David Teniers the Younger, Monkey School ca. 1660, oil 25x34 cm, Prado Museum, Madrid.
http://www.museodelprado.es/coleccion/galeria-on-line/galeria-on-line/obra/monos-en-la-escuela/.
Fig. 106 David Teniers the Younger, Monkey Tavern (date unkown), oil on wood 21x30 cm, Prado
Museum, Madrid.
http://www.museodelprado.es/coleccion/galeria-on-line/galeria-on-line/obra/monos-en-unabodega/.
Fig. 107 David Teniers the Younger, Monkey Smokers (date unkown), oil on wood 21x30 cm, Prado
Museum, Madrid.
http://www.museodelprado.es/coleccion/galeria-on-line/galeria-on-line/obra/monos-fumadores-ybebedores/.
Fig. 108 John June, How Fantastik is that Nation 1747, etching 13x6,7cm.
http://www.britishmuseum.org/research/search_the_collection_database/search_object_details.as
px?objectid=3298697&partid=1&searchText=Coxcombe&fromADBC=ad&toADBC=ad&numpages=10
&orig=%2fresearch%2fsearch_the_collection_database.aspx&currentPage=1.
Fig. 109 Edwin Henry Landseer, The Traveled Monkey 1827, oil on panel 48x56 cm, Guildhall Art
Gallery, London.
http://www.bbc.co.uk/arts/yourpaintings/paintings/the-travelled-monkey-51093.
Fig. 110 Jan Breughel II, Satire on Tulpomania, ca. 1640, panel 31x49 cm, Frans Hals Museum,
Haarlem.
http://www.franshalsmuseum.nl/collectie/bekijk/36/ajax.
Fig. 111 Christophe Huet, Grande Singerie 1737, wood sizes unknown, Chateau de Chantilly, near
Paris.
http://srv225.hosteur.com/musee/conde02/images/PE-373-7-photoHC-4029.JPG.
Fig. 112 Christophe Huet, Petite Singerie 1737, wood (measurements unkown), Chateau de Chantilly,

near Paris.
http://srv225.hosteur.com/musee/conde02/images/PE-374-BAIN-HCLERET-4062.JPG.
Fig. 113 Christophe Huet, Petite Singerie 1737, wood sizes unknown, Chateau de Chantilly, near Paris.
http://srv225.hosteur.com/musee/conde02/images/PE-374-CUEILLETTE-HCLERET-4061.JPG.
Fig. 114 Claude Gillot, Coronation of the Monkey amongst by other animals (fable) date unkown,
drawing 7,6x9,7 cm, Louvre Museum, Paris.
http://artsgraphiques.louvre.fr/fo/visite?srv=mfc&paramAction=actionGetOeuvre&idFicheOeuvre=212510.
Fig. 115 Antoine Watteau, La Sculpture, details unknown, Musée des Beaux-Arts, Orléans.
Bertrand Marret, Portraits de l’artiste en singe. Les Singeries dans la peinture, Paris 2001, p. 50.
Fig. 116 Richard Collin after Joachim von Sandrart, Frontispiece for Joachim von Sandrart, Academiae
Picturae Eruditae, Amsterdam 1682.
http://www.britishmuseum.org/research/search_the_collection_database/search_object_details.as
px?objectid=3065169&partid=1&searchText=sandrart+frontispiece&fromADBC=ad&toADBC=ad&nu
mpages=10&orig=%2fresearch%2fsearch_the_collection_database.aspx&currentPage=1.
Fig. 117 David Teniers the Younger, Monkey Painter and Connoisseur ca. 1660, oil on wood 24x32 cm,
Prado Museum, Madrid.
Bertrand Marret, Portraits de l’artiste en singe. Les Singeries dans la peinture, Paris 2001, p. xi.
Fig. 118 Jean-Baptiste Deshays, Le Singe peintre (date unkown), oil on canvas 69x82,5 cm, Musée des
Beaux-Arts, Rouen. Fig. 119 Alexandre-Gabriel Descamps, Le singe peintre ca. 1833, material
unknown 32x40 cm, The Louvre, Paris.
http://www.europeana.eu/portal/record/03903/0E44B148439BD558E2FB79F998AD09BBF0A19E37.
html?start=1&pageId=brd&query=deshays+singe&view=table&startPage=1
Fig. 119 Alexandre-Gabriel Decamps, Le singe peintre ca. 1833, material unknown 32x40 cm, The
Louvre, Paris.
http://www.europeana.eu/portal/record/03902/57A0795D1985CEA915F603AF209E9D62345DC5F5.
html?start=2&pageId=brd&query=decamps+singe&view=table&startPage=1
Fig. 120 Jean-Siméon Chardin, Le singe antiquaire ca. 1726, 81x64 cm, materials unknown, The
Louvre, Paris.
http://www.europeana.eu/portal/record/03902/74112F55F0AD4F2519F4B5558FA21B25E7E7D7E0.h
tml?start=1&pageId=brd&query=chardin+singe&view=table&startPage=1
Fig. 121 Anonymous (French), Monkey Family Tree after 1766, oil on surface 106x44 cm, Musée site
Buffon, Montbard.
Louise Lippincott and Andreas Blühm, Exh. Cat. Beestachtig mooi. Kijken naar dieren 1750-1900,
Amsterdam 2005, p. 55.
Fig. 122 Anonymous, A venerable Orang-Outang. A Contibution to Unnatural History, in Hornet
Magazine, 22nd march 1871, private collection, place unknown.
Laurent Baridon, L’Art et l’histoire de la caricature, Paris 2009, p. 76.
Fig. 123 Gabriel Max, The Apejury 1889, oil on surface 84,5x107,5 cm, Neue Pinakothek, München.
Louise Lippincott and Andreas Blühm, Exh. Cat. Beestachtig mooi. Kijken naar dieren 1750-1900,
Amsterdam 2005, p. 137.

Fig. 124 Hugo Rheinhold, Monkey with Skull 1892, Bronze 19,3x22x31,5 cm, Hunterian Museum of
The Royal College of Surgeon, London.
Louise Lippincott and Andreas Blühm, Exh. Cat. Beestachtig mooi. Kijken naar dieren 1750-1900,
Amsterdam 2005, p. 143.
Fig. 125a-b Bertillon cephalometer.
Alexander Hamann, Geschichte(n) der Biometrie, (http://www2.informatik.huberlin.de/~ahamann/studies/Geschichte(n)_der_Biometrie.pdf) 2007, p. 15.
http://www.vkbanen.nl/banen/artikel/Het-is-een-schedelpasser/101176.html.
Fig. 126 August Allebé, De ontsnapte apen 1873, Aquarel 45x67,6 cm, Amsterdam Museum,
Amsterdam.
http://collectie.ahm.nl/photo.aspx?maxphotos=1
Fig. 127 Illustration in Esphyr Slobodkina, Caps for sale. A Tale of a Peddler, Some Monkeys and their
Monkey Business, New York 1938.
Esphyr Slobodkina, Caps for sale. A Tale of a Peddler, Some Monkeys and their Monkey Business, New
York 1938.
Fig. 128 Illustration in Esphyr Slobodkina, Caps for sale. A Tale of a Peddler, Some Monkeys and their
Monkey Business, New York 1938.
Esphyr Slobodkina, Caps for sale. A Tale of a Peddler, Some Monkeys and their Monkey Business, New
York 1938.
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